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Business Machines 

46 Claims. 

This invention relates to punching machines 
and more particularly to the type which is 
adapted for punching tabulating cards which are 
subsequently used in accounting and billing oper 
ations. 
The principal object of the present invention is 

to provide a punching machine with keyboard 
Verifying and card checking arrangements which 
Will not only verify the accuracy of the previous 
keyboard operations by the operator but will also 
check the punching effected by the punching 
machine to determine whether the data, punched 
on the card corresponds to the verified digital 
Setup. As 

A still further object of the machine closely 
allied to the principal object of the invention is 
to provide such arrangements with a mode of 
operation which will enable the keyboard con 
trolled verifying operations and digital punching 
verifying operations to be effected in an Overlap 
ping sequential operation without holding up the 
operator so that it is only necessary for the latter 
to operate the keyboard to set up the data relating 
to the original record and to repeat the keyboard 
operations for verifying purposes. It has been 
the previous practice for the verification of card 
punching operations by repeat keyboard opera 
tions to provide a separate key controlled Veri 
fying machine which will determine the accuracy 
of the card punching operations but such repeat 
keyboard verifying machines have, according to 
prior Constructions, been constructed as an in 
dependent keyboard controlled unit. Hence, for 
card punching and verifying operations, two ma 
chines Were necessary; the original key con 
trolled punching machine and the key controlled 
verifying machine and necessitating two opera 
torS to Secure the final product. In the key con 
trolled verifying machine the punched card was, 
however, not analyzed to determine the accu 
racy of the perforations made by the punching 
machine and in Such forms of machines, the 
Operation of the keyboard of the verifying ma 
chine solely determines whether the same key 
board strokes Were performed in the card punch 
ing machine. While card punching machines 
have been ordinarily found to be accurate in 
their card punching operations, in some jobs it 
is highly desirable and essential from an account 
ing standpoint to insure by the highest percen 
tage of accuracy that the card punching opera 
tions are correctly performed by the machine 
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of the key controlled verifying operations and the: 
digital punching card checking operations, the 
accuracy of the final product is made more 
nearly certain; and further, any deviation in the 
repeat keyboard operations and card punching 
from the original keyboard operations is indi 
cated to the operator in suitable ways so that 
the reason for the error can be ascertained and 
corrected. 
One object of the present invention is to pro 

vide a digit storage arrangement Which consists 
principally of banks of storage relays which are. 
set up under a control keyboard; and by the key 
strokes of the keyboard the various storage col 
umns are successively set up to represent the 
original data. It sometimes happens that the 
attention of the operator is diverted, or that the 
original data is incorrectly read, which will be 
reflected in an incorrect setting of one of the 
storage columns of the digit storage arrange 
ment and in order to locate Such inaccuracies 
the present machine includes an arrangement. 
which, by means of repeat keyboard Operations, 
the inaccuracy of the original digit Set up may 
be determined. This preferably consists of a 
Supplemental digit setup controlled by the Stor 
age relays and as the repeat key operations are 
effected the digit entered by these keys is com 
pared With the previous digit set up for the re 
lated storage columns. Any non-correspondence 
is indicated to the operator. 
A further object of the invention is to pro 

vide an error correcting mechanism which will 
enable the release of the digital setup of the Stor 
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and correspond with the original data set up. . 
The present machine has been devised to com 
ply With Such requirements and by the provision 55 

age columns when an error is ascertained by 
the operator in the original digit set up or when 
the verifying arrangement in the machine de 
tects a deviation in the original data set up dur 
ing the keyboard operation for the verification of 
the Original data. Obviously, When an error is 
located during the verifying operations, it is 
necessary that such storage columns be released 
so that they may be reset and again verified and 
a further object of the invention consists of a 
Selective arrangement which enables the storage 
columns in which the error has been located to 
be released without, however, effecting the digi 
tal setup of the storage columns pertaining to the 
preceding columns which have been determined 
to be correct by the verification of such columns. . 
A still further object of the invention is the 

provision of a digit storage arrangement which 
enables the representation of the digits accord 
ing to a code So that while the digits 0 to 9 may 
be punched on the card, a lesser number of 

  



2 
relays may be utilized to set up such digital 
representations and a still further object of the 
invention in this connection is to provide a trans 
lator which will convert the combinational digit 
representation on the storage columns to the 
original digit representations 09 for the opera 
tion of corresponding punches in the punching 
machine. 
In the instant device, the digit storage columns 

control a card punching machine of the Suc 
cessively actuated type and while the construc 
ti)n of the machine may be such that card 
punching operations are initiated after all of 
the storage columns have been verified, the pre 
ferred arrangement consists in the provision of 
an initiating mechanism for the card punch 
which will cause card punching operation to be 
effected under control of groups or sub-divisions 
of storage columns which have been verified and 
found to be correct in their digit representation. 
In this manner, the card punching operations 
closely follow the keyboard operations by the 
Operator and as Soon as a group of storage col 
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umns has been verified the punch operates im- . 
mediately to punch the card under their control. 
While the machine described up to this point is 

completely operative and admirably fulfills most 
of the requirements for card punching, it is fur 
ther desirable that the card perforations be 
checked against the digital representation of the 
related Storage columns. 
A relatively important object of the invention 

is to provide a comparison of the card perfora 
tions with Such storage columns and to provide 
the desirable overlap between card punching 
Operations and checking operations for the previ 
Ously punched columns. To this end, the original 
digit Setup of the verified storage columns is re 
tained and when the card previously perforated 
occupies a position in the punch whereby its per 
forations may be analyzed, a comparing mecha 
nism is initiated which will compare the card 
perforation with the digit setup of the related 
storage column. 

. A still further object of the invention is to con 
vert the digit representation of the card perfora 
tions according to the Hollerith system to a digit 
representation effected by the combinational code 
and which code corresponds to the code used for 
the digit representation of the storage columns. 
By provision of such means, the checking of the 
card punched according to the Hollerith system 
may be compared with the combinational digit 
Setup of the controlling storage columns but if 
So desired the combinational setup of the storage 
columns may be converted to the digital repre 
sentation according to the Hollerith system to 
obtain a direct comparison therewith. 
A further object of the invention relates par 

ticularly to increasing the efficiency of machine. 
operatiohs and the desirable overlap between the 
punching operations and the card checking op 
erations which will enable the latter to be ini 
tiated before punching operations are completed. 
The card checking operations are initiated after 
Seven columns of the card have been punched 
but this is due to the relative column displace 
ment of the card punches and analyzing brushes 
for the checking mechanism and by bringing such 
elements closer together, it will be seen that 
checking operations may be effected almost di 
rectly after the card column has been punched. 
However, the mode of operation in the present 
machine indicates that Such overlapping opera 
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2,828,654 
tions ensue with an increase in the efficiency of 
machine operations. 
Another object of the present invention is to 

release those storage columns which have been 
Compared with the card perforations where in 
dication of accuracy exists and the release of 
such storage columns will enable the operator to 
again Set up the cleared-out storage columns to 
represent the digits of the next record. The se 
quence of Operations of the verifying, card 
punching and check arrangements is such that 
in One point of the operation of the machine 
different operations may be effected. First, the 
verification of certain of the storage columns; 
the punching of the card under control of the . 
verified storage columns; and further the check 
ing of the perforated card columns with the re 
lated verified sturage columns; and after the veri 
fication of one card, three operations may be 
concomitantly performed. That is, the punching 
of the card from the verified storage columns; 
the checking of the perforations of the card for 
comparison with the related verified storage col 
lumns; and further the setup by the operator of 
the storage columns which have been cleared 
Out and found to be correct in their digit repre 
sentation by comparison with the related per 
forated card columns. 
As a further object of the invention, the ma 

chine includes further a series of signal lights 
which indicate the progress of the operator in 
the successive digit setup of the storage columns; 
either for the original digit set up or for the veri 
fication of the previous digit set up. It is pref 
erable to provide a plurality of these signal lights; 
one signal light for each card field which con 
Sists of a plurality of card columns which re 
ceive the digit representation of related data. 
A still further object of the invention in con 

nection with the provision of signal lights is the 
incorporation of another signal light which will 
indicate visibly that the verifying of digit set up 
for any storage column has indicated a variance 
with the previous digit set up, and to make more 
clear this indication a single buzzer is also pro 
vided to audibly indicate the existence of an 
error. Preferably repetition of key strokes in an 
attempt to further verify successive storage co 
lumns will repeat this audible indication. A visi 
ble signal is also provided to indicate when a 
discrepancy is found between the digital repre 
Sentation of a perforated card column and the 
related storage column and while the machine 
continues with card checking operations of the 
machine in connection with the same card, the 
failure to eject the card which has been found to 
be perforated in error will be a further indica 
tion to the operator of the discrepancy, so that 
the incorrect card may be removed and keyboard 
Operations can be repeated to produce a card 
which corresponds to the original data to be 
punched. 
Other objects of thie invention will be pointed 

Out in the following description and claims and 
illustrated in the accompanying drawings, which 
disclose, by way of example, the principle of the 
invention and the best mode, which has been 
contemplated, of applying that principle. 

In the drawings: 
Figs. ia to 1g when assembled in the order 

shown in Fig. 2 show the complete electrical wir 
ing diagram of the combined verifying punching 
machine. 

Fig. 2 outlines the manner in which the sheets 
of the wiring diagram should be assembled. 

  



2,328,654 3 
Fig. 3 is a representation of part of a card 

perforated by the punching machine. 
Fig. 4 is a central longitudinal sectional view 

of the preferred form of punching machine used 
in connection with the present invention, which 
form of punching machine is well known in the 
art. In addition to the conventional card punch 
ing mechanism the card analyzing device for 
checking the card perforations is also shown in 
this figure. - 

Fig. 5 is a chart showing the sequence of ver 
ifying, punching and checking operations clearly 
indicating the desirable overlap in these Opera 
tions to increase the speed and efficiency of the 
machine. 

Fig. 6 is a sectional view of the keyboard. 
General description 

The present arrangement consists of a key 
... board, a relay storage unit and a punching ma 
chine, or card punch. The arrangement pro 
vides for punching a certain number of card 
columns with keyboard verifying and digital 
punching checking operations to insure accuracy 
in card punching. 
A single storage unit is provided and to prevent 

any delay to the operator by punching operations 
from the storage unit it is desirable to provide 
an overlapped sequence of operating punch and 
storage unitS. 

In general the operator first operates the key 
board to set up the desired data in the storage 
units. After the data has been set up, a second 
operation of the keyboard follows to verify the 
data set up in the storage units. If certain data 
previously set up is incorrect, when the repeat 
keyboard operation varies from the first key 
board operation, a warning signal is given and 
by the provision of selective instrumentalities 
only a section of the storage units containing 
the erroneous setup need be wiped out, leaving 
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intact the setup of the correct information. If 
the operator discerns an error in the first key 
board operation, all the storage units can be 
cleared of their data set up or, by the selective 
instrumentalities, certain sections of the data 
storage units may be cleared out upon an indi 
cation of an error. 
Another novel feature of the invention is the 

possibility of causing punching operations to be 
effected under control of those storage units 
which have been found to be correct in their data 
set up. This overlap principle of operation en 
ables the Operator to Verify the setting of storage 
units while the punch is operated to punch a 
card to represent the data set up on storage 
units previously verified and found to be correct. 
If so desired, the machine can be arranged so 
that it is possible to have the operator verify 
information. On a storage unit while the punch is 
punching a column only one or two columns be 
hind the operator. Simplification of the circuit 
is enabled by dividing the storage units in sub 
divisions generally corresponding to card field or 
parts of card fields so that the punch will not 
begin punching a card field until the operator 
has completely verified that Subdivision of the 
Storage units. The Sub-divisions which are made 
for punching a card will be explained later. 
As the punch punches the card it is desirable 

to check the punched information or data against 
the Original Setup in the storage units to deter 
nine Whether correct punching operations have. 
been effected. For this purpose the punch has 
incorporated an analyzing station preferably lo 
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stick circuit back to line fo5. 

cated seven spaces or columns distant from the 
punches so that seven spaces after a column of a 
card has been punched the punched card column 
is read by the checking or analyzing station. A 
checking circuit is provided so that if the hole 
or holes analyzed do not agree with the setup 
of the storage unit for that column from which 
that card column was punched; an error indi 
cation is made and while further card checking 
operations may ensue card ejecting operations of 
the punch are suspended. After the punch has 
punched and checked one of the storage unit 
sub-divisions, that subdivision may be cleared in 
preparation for further Setup operations. Thus, 
if the punch has been lagging behind the opera 
tor so that the operator is prepared to begin the 
setup of a new card before the punch has com 
pleted punching the previous card, it is possible 
for the operator to proceed with the setup to a 
point as far as the punch has completed the 
check without waiting for the punch to com 
pletely punch the card. In the normal speed 
attained by the operators in keyboard operations, 
the above sequence of events in overlapping 
relationship will eliminate any delay to the oper 
ators so that key operations may continue with 
out interruption in spite of incidental operations 
effected in the punch such as card feeding and 
card ejection which are to be performed before 
a succeeding card is to be punched. 

Keyboard 

Mounted on the keyboard (Fig. 6) is a single 
series of ten digit keys foO (Fig.1b) marked 
0-9 as well as an "Error' key of so designated, 
and a bar 02 known as “Manual bar.’ This 
bar is depressed to condition the machine for 
Subsequent keyboard digit setup operations when 
the keyboard operations for verification have 
been completed. 
Underlying the keys 00 is a bail 03, which 

Operates to close a bail contact C4, such con 
struction being well known. In starting, the 
first key depression causes a circuit to be closed 
from Current supply line fo5 through the bail 
contact 04, through relay contacts BR now 
closed, (Fig.1a) line 06, through relay contacts 
TR now in the position shown, C2-? now 
closed, to relay coil C, to ground. Relay con 
tacts C-4 close to provide a stick circuit 
back to line fos and relay Ci opens contacts 
C- and closes contacts Ci-f2. The closure 
of the latter closes a circuit from line O6 
through C-2 contacts to relay coil TR to 
ground. Relay coil TR shifts its contacts TRI 
but since contacts C-fl. are open the circuit 
to the C2 relay coil is opened and the latter is 
not energized during this first key. depression, 
whereas relay.coil TR is and remains energized 
by reason of its stick contacts TR4 which stick 
circuit extends through contacts TD now, 
closed, relay contacts R2- now closed, the re 
lay contacts MBR now closed, through wire 
99, (Figs. 1a, b, c, d, e, f) to check release switch 
98, (Fig. 1.f), wire 97, back to line 05. Hence 
when the bail contacts open upon the release of 
the pressure on the depressed key, relay C de 
energizes but relay TR remains operated. Upon 
the next key depression the circuit extends from 
line fo6 through relay contacts TR?, relay con 
tacts C- now closed to relay coil C2 to 
ground, Stick contacts C2-4 providing the 

Relay coil C2 
closes its contacts C2-2 to energize pickup 
coil P of grounded relay coil TD, which opens 

  



4. 
its contacts TD to break the stick circuit of 
relay coil TR, which deenergizes. Relay coil 
TD closes contacts TD2 to provide a hold circuit 
to line 96 to insure that it is energized long 
enough to deenergize relay coil TR. The re 
turn of relay contacts TR to normal does not 
cause relay coil C. to energize because of the 
opening of relay contacts 32- . It is thuis 
seen that on odd key depressions, relay coil Cl 
is energized while upon all even key depressions 
relay coil C2 is energized. As will be later ex 
plained relays C and C2 have their contacts in 
alternate columns of the storage units, with con 
tacts of C in all odd columns and with contacts 
of C2 in all even columns. Thus, upon the first 
key depression, closure of contacts C- (Fig. 
1c) provides circuit to column of the relay 
storage unit. 
The contacts 07 (Fig. 1b) are closed by the 

respective keys foo and a circuit is extended 
from line 05, through bail contacts 04, relay 
contacts BR2 now closed, (Fig. 1b) and line fo8 
to one side of all of these contacts. From the 
other side of these contacts there are respective 
wire connections 09 to relays KC-KC9, one 
relay for each key, which relays are grounded 
so that a depression of a key will energize its 
KC relay and close respective KC4 contacts. 
When the bail contact 04 closes a circuit is 

extended from line O5, by line ff0 (Figs. 1a, 
1b) to relay COM to ground. Relay COM 
transfers its contacts COM (Fig. 1a) and thus 
a circuit is completed from line O5, through 
contacts COM to relay coil CB to ground, and 
also from contacts COM3 to a wire f 2 which is 
connected to all of the KC contacts. When 
TD relay (Fig. 1a) energizes its hold coil H will 
close its stick contacts TD2 (Fig. 1a) to provide 
a stick circuit by wire 96, through COM3 con 
tacts back to line fo5. 

It will be noted that the KC-KC9 contacts 
have wire connections to grounded relay coils 
K-K4 through the normally closed relay con 
tacts R3, -4 and the connections are such so 
as to energize relays K to K4 singly or in com 
binations according to the following code; 

Key 

Hence the KC-1 to KC9- and 2 contacts 
energize the Kf-K4 relays singly or in combi 
nation. The depression of the '0' key merely 
closes bail contacts 95 and bail contacts 04 to 
energize C or C2, depending upon whether the 
key depression is an Odd or even numbered key 
depression. 

It will be noted that to illustrate the present 
invention eleven storage units for storage col 
umns - are shown, but the number may be 
varied. It will be observed then that in the de 
pression of key '1' relay K closes its contacts 
in each storage unit, closing Ki-fi contacts for 
column f to Kf-f contacts in column f. The 
same is true for the other K2, K3, K4 relays so 
that for each key depression contacts will be 
closed in all of the eleven columns of the storage 
units upon each key depression. 
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2,828,654 
It will be seen that for column relays , 

f2, 3, and 4 are selected for energization by . 
closure of respective contacts K-1, K2-, 
K3-, and K4-. Similar relays are provided 
for each column of the storage unit, relay coils 
2-24 for column 2 being provided. The tens 
(and hundreds) digit is provided to indicate the 
column number and the units digit to indicate 
the relay number. Hence 52 indicates relay 2 
in column 5; 4 represents relay 4 of column 

. Therefore, closure of K relay contacts in 
the storage units energizes relays -4 singly 
or in combination but only in the storage column 
Selected for operation are such contacts effec 
tive for digit setup. 
Upon the first key depression contacts C 

(Fig. lic) are closed so that an energizing circuit 
for relays -4 of storage column is provided 
from line 05, through supplemental bail contacts 
95, (Fig. 1b), through CB2 contacts now closed, 
lower relay contacts R2A2 now closed, relay con 
tacts C- now closed, B2 contacts now closed 
to line 3, through relay contacts R.3-7, the re 
lay contacts P-2 now closed, wire 5, to the 
particular K-K4 contacts closed to the respec 
tive - 4 relays to line 6, to ground. 

Having been energized the relays fl-4 are 
held energized as follows: It will be noted that 
relays -4 in each unit are of the double type 
consisting of a pickup coil 'P' and a hold coil 
'H' with the contacts adjacent marked 'H' be 
ing the conventional stick or hold contacts which 
are closed when the pickup winding is energized. 
The Stick circuit for relays - 4 extends from 
ground, through the relay, its 'H' contacts and 
Wire T, through DO - contacts to line 05. 

It will be noted that from line 3 a circuit 
extends to grounded pickup relay coil A which 
closes its contacts. A? and which prepares column 
2 of the storage circuit for entry of a storage im 
pulse upon the second key depression, the im 
pulse now being directed from K-2, K4-2 con 
tacts to energize relay coils -24. It is to be 
noted that the stick circuit line for these relays 
also extends by Wire 7 back through contacts 
DO- and hence columns 1 and 2 are section 
alized and constitute a sub-division. 

Relay coil. A closes its 'H' stick contacts, the 
stick circuit extending back by line 8 (Fig. 1b) 
through relay contacts R2-9, and wire 20 to 
the line 05. 
While relay contacts A are closed the digit in 

pulse on the first key depression cannot be trans 
mitted to relays 21-24 of the second column 
even though K-2 to K4-2 contacts are closed 
because C2-f contacts are open. Hewever, on 
the second key depression relay coil C2 energizes 
to close contacts C2- and the second column 
will be set up, and in this case relay coil B en 
ergizes to open contacts B2 of the first storage 
unit to prevent setting up of column storage 
unit on Subsequent odd key depressions and closes 
contacts B in the column 3 of the storage unit, 
preparing it to receive the third digit set up. 
Relay coil C energizes for the digit Set up in col 
umn 3 opening contacts C2 to prevent a setup 
in column 2 and closing contacts C prepara 
tory for a digit set up in column 4. In the same 
manner digit setup ensues for the eleven storage 
columns. 

Relay coil B also closes its respective 'H' stick 
contacts to connect the relay to the hold stick 
circuit line 8 and such column relays are held 
energized until released at a later time in Ima 
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chine operations, when relay coil R2 is deener 
gized. 
The stick circuits for column relays of all co 

umns are sub-divided as follows: 

Relay coil Storage columns R2 contacts 

NoTE-No relay coil is used for the last column, as 
it is unnecessary. 

Similarly the stick circuits for the -4 relays 
of all columns are sub-divided as follows: 

Storage columns 

DO1-1 (Fig. ic) 
DO2-I (Fig. d) 
DO3-1 (Fig.1e) 

The impulse circuit for setting up the storage 
relays of column f will be described as it differs, 
Since column f is an odd numbered column, 
relay coil C is energized. A circuit is then com 
pleted upon making the key stroke for column 

from line 05 (Fig. 1a) wire 24, relay contacts 
E-2 now in the position shown, relay con 
tacts MBR2 now closed, relay contacts COM2 
now transferred, relay contacts C-3 now 
closed, relay contacts. J now closed, relay con 
tacts R3A2 now in the position shown, relay con 

DO relays and contacts 

O 

5 

20 

5 
A3, C3, F3, and J3 contacts are in circuit connec 
tion with grounded relays. DO?, DO2, DO3, DO4 
respectively, so that when relay contacts EO-, 
2, 3, 4 close, one or more DO relays will be ener 
gized. It will be noted that line 23-connects 
one side of the above relay contacts, the wire ex 
tending back in Figs. If, e, d, c, b, a, in the order 
named through, contacts EO-9 (Fig. 1a) now 
closed, relay contacts Ef-2 now closed in a 
manner to be explained, wire 24 to line 05. 
Relay coil E8 closes its contacts E8-f extending 
the circuit connection by wire 22 to grounded 
relay coil Elf, and also EffA in parallel there 
With. Relay coil. Ef transfers the related con 
tacts E-2 and as such contacts transfer, a 
circuit is closed from line 24 through E-2 
contacts to relay coil R2A to ground. The latter 
closes its contacts R2A3 to energize relay coil R2. 
The latter opens its contacts R2-9, 8, and 6 
(Fig. ib), opening the stick circuit of the pre 

- viously energized relays A. J. 
DO4-1 (Fig. e) 

25 

30 

Opening of the DO-1, DO2-, DO3-, 
DO4- A contacts opens the stick circuits for all 
of the energized storage relays in all of the col 
umns receiving digit setup. . . . . 

Hence, depression of the error key destroys all 
holding circuits of the storage units receiving 
digit setup and permits storage of digits to be 
made in the storage relay units beginning at the 
first column. 

If the error key is depressed after an even key 
depression relay coil R2 opensits.R2- contacts 

35 
tacts E. At now closed to the pickup relay coil 
of relay R. The latter closes its contacts R-3 
to send an impulse to R2A relay coil. NoW re 
ferring to Fig.1b the storage impulse is directed 
from CB2 contacts now closed, through relay 

(Fig. 1b), thus breaking the previously descriped 
holding circuit for the previously energized relay 
coil TR, deemergizing the latter So...that upon the 
next key depression for Setting up column an 
impulse will be directed to the Ci relay coil, which 

40 
contacts R2A2 now transferred to wire 250 (Figs. 
16, c, d, e, in the order named) through the 
K-fi, K4-fi contacts to the fif-its storage 
relayS. w 

Error key Operation 

If at any time during the initial digit set up 
the operator discerns that an error has been 
made, the “Error' key (Fig. 1b) is depressed to 
close its contacts 19, extending a circuit from 
line 05 through contacts 19, line 2?. (Fig. 1a) 
to relay E8 to ground. A circuit is also closed 
from line f2 through relay contacts R3A, relay 
contacts P1-1, relay contacts E9-2 to relay coil 
E to ground. - - 
The impulse to energize relay coil E8 is trans 

mitted to the pickup coil of relay coil E8A. The 
latter opens to safety contacts E8A (Fig. 1f) to 
prevent an unwanted impulse from being directed 
upon an error key depression to relay coil SEA, 
to be later referred to. - The relay coil E8A closes 
its hold contacts E8A4 (Fig. 10) and the circuit 
then extends by wire f 94 (Figs. 1a, b, c, d, e, f, g, 
in the order named) to contacts 227 in the punch 
ing machine now closed, contacts CL, now closed, 
contacts 84 now closed, back to line 05. The 
stick circuit remains closed until contacts 221 
open in a manner to be subsequently explained. 
From Fig. lf it will be noted that when column 
is set up, relay contacts A3 close; when column 

3 is set up, relay contacts C3 close; when column 
6 is set up relay contacts F3 close and when coln 
umn O is set up, relay contacts J3 close and 
hence as many as the above contacts are closed 
as Storage columns are Set up. Each of the above 

50 

is essential in setting up column . . 
Initiation of verifying operations 

Initiation of verifying operations is effected. 
When a storage of a digit is effected in the last 
storage column; namely, the eleventh column 
and in the storage operation for the preceding 
Column O relay J is energized and held ener 
gized. Since column f f is an odd numbered col 
umn, relay C is energized when a key stroke is 
effected for this column. As previously de 
scribed, a circuit is then completed upon making 
the key stroke for column from line. O5 (Fig. 
1a) wire 24, through relay contacts E-2, re 
lay contacts MBR2 now closed, relay contacts 
COMI2 now shifted and closed because of the key 
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stroke operation energizing relay COM as previ 
ously described, relay contacts: C-13 now 
closed, relay contacts J now closed, relay cont. 
tacts R3A2 now in the position shown, relay con 
tacts Ef Afnow closed, to grounded pickup relay 
coil of relay R. Its grounded hold relay coll H 
is held energized through stick relay contacts 
R-4, the stick circuit extending back through . 
relay contacts MBR2, E-2, wire 24 to line 

65. 
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05. When the key depressed for effecting the 
digit set up in storage column f is released, re 
lay contacts COM2 return to normal and when 
the left set of relay contacts comes to normal a 
circuit is completed from line O5, Wire 24, relay 
contacts Eff-2, through relay contacts MBR2, 
the left set of relay contacts COM2 now closed, 
through relay contacts R - now closed by en 
ergized relay R., to grounded relay coil R3A and 
R3 in parallel therewith and both grounded. 
The hold circuit for relay coils R3, R3A is through 
the stick relay contacts R3A4, relay contacts 
MBR2, relay contacts E-2, Wire 24 back to 
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line 105. Relay contacts R3A2 transfer, prepar 
ing a circuit to relay R4 upon making the last key 
depression in verifying operations, which circuit 
will be later traced in detail when this operation 
is described. 

Relay coil R3 is now energized and held ener 
gized and it will be seen that for each storage 
column there is a relay, such as relay AC for 
column , BC for column 2, etc., and in series 
with each relay AC, BC . . . C there is a related 
relay contact closed by relay R3. For storage 
column there is a contact R3-7; for storage 
column 2 there is a contact R3-8, etc. to relay 
contacts R3-T for storage column ff. Hence 
relay contacts R.3-7 to R3-ft are all now closed. 

verifying operations 
During verification the operator makes the 

same key strokes as in setting up the digits in 
the storage units to check the digit set up there 
in, and also to determine whether the data for 
the original data sheet has been correctly inter 
preted and the proper digit setup made. 

Reference has been made to the circuits for 
effecting the successive energization of relays 
A-J and with relay contacts R3-7 to R3-f 
now transferred, the energizing impulse not only 
passes to relay (Fig. 1c) but also to one wind 
ing of a duo-coil relay AC (for storage column 
by way of explanation). Therefore, A-J relays 
successively energize for column spacing during 
verification and one winding of duo-coil relays 
AC-KC also successively energize. The circuit 
for energizing the KC relay will be explained 
later. It will be noted that each relay AC-KC 
transfers its set of relay contacts -, relay Con 
tacts AC-4 (Fig. 1c) first closing, then relay 
contacts BC-4 upon the second verifying key 
operation, and then successively to KC-4 con 
tacts (Fig. 1c). 

It will be recalled that during key depressions 
for the initial digit set up relays K to K were 
selectively energized, but now that relay contacts 
Ra--4 (Fig. 1b) are transferred the key in 
pulses are transmitted to relay coils CK to CK 
and these are energized singly or in combination 
according to the adopted code. . However, the 
other circuits previously described in connection 
with keyboard operations are made; that is, the 
sequential energization of relays C, C2, and the 
energization of relays COM, CB. Each time relay 
coil CB energizes, a circuit is closed from line 
OS, through lower relay contacts CB, (Fig. 1a) 

and by line 25 is extended to grounded relay coil 
CI. Relay coil CI closes contacts CI2 (Fig. 1b) 
providing a stick circuit for the energized 
CK-CK4 relay through their “4” contacts, 
through CI2 contacts, wire 20 back to line 05. 
An impulsing circuit for vertification is ex 

tended from line 05, wire 2.0 (Fig. 1b) through 
relay contacts CI now closed, to lower relay con 
tacts CP3-1 in the position shown and from such 
contacts the circuit extends through the upper 
relay contacts CP3-2, CP3-3, CP3-4, and 
CP3-5. All of these are now closed in this Op 
eration as shown and thence the circuit extends 
to the center blade of relay contacts CK-, 
CK2-1, CK3-for CK4-1 and to lines 30, , 2, 
3 and 4 or 3, , 2, 3, 4, depending upon the 
transferred or normal position of the last men 
tioned contacts. 
The manner of verifying operations can best 

be understood by reference to a specific digit set 
up, such as '1' in the storage column, It Will 
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be noted that relay coils , 2, 3 and 4 trans 
fer their related contacts -, 2-, 3-, 
4- if such relays are energized and held en 
ergized, and for the digit setup '1' relay con 
tacts - are closed. In the repeat digit setup 
of '1' contacts CKl- contacts are transferred, 
so that the verifying impulse is transmitted to line 
30- but due to the transferred contacts -l, 

the circuit is open at this contact position. How 
ever, if the repeat key depression should be '2,' 
contacts CK2-f would be transferred and the 
verifying impulse will be transmitted to line 
30.2 and since. '1' was previously set up, con 

tacts 2- are normal so that the circuit extends 
through such contacts, through AC3 contacts 
now closed, to line 32, (Figs. lic, d, e, in the order 
named) through relay contacts CP3-8 to ground 
ed relay coil PE. Relay coil PE closes its contacts 
PE3 (Fig. 1f) in a local lamp circuit, thus illumi 
nating lamp 33 indicating an error in verifica 
tion. 
At the same time an impulse is sent to each of 

the lines 30, 1, 2, 3 and 4 to the normally closed 
side of the contacts -, 2, 3 and 4, an impulse 
is sent to each of the lines 3, , 2, 3, and 4 to 
the normally open sides of the contacts -, 2, 
3 and 4. If any of these contacts are closed, in 
dicating that a relay if, 2, 3, f4 which does not 
correspond to any of the relays f, 2, 3, 4 
which was energized during the first digit set up, 
an error indication will result. It Will be thus 
seen that an error test circuit is provided to in 
dicate an error both where a relay has not been 
previously operated which should agree with the 
relay set up in the verification key operation, and 
where a relay was previously operated for which 
no relay is operated on the vertification key op 
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eration. 
The verification proceeds as above for each col 

umn, stepping from column to Column in a man 
ner similar to that employed in the initial setup. 
Upon the very first indication of an error, re 

lay PE energizes to close contacts PE3 (Fig. if) 
in a local circuit of flash lamp 33 and such re 

5 lay is held energized by a stick circuit through. 
stick relay contacts PE4, lower relay contacts 
E8-4 back to line fo5. It will be recalled that 
the relay coil E8 for opening such contacts is 
energized by the depression of the error key and 
therefore the signal remains in visible position 
until the error key is operated. 
From Figs. 1c and 1d, it will be observed that 

the verifying impulse circuits comprising the four 
lines 30 and the four lines 3 terminate at 
contacts controlled by relays T to 74 of storage 
column. T. These verifying impulse circuits could, 
of course, extend for verification of columns 8, 9, 
0 and but to prevent possible misoperations 
which will be more evident later on, it is prefer 
able to provide a supplemental set of verifying 
impulse circuits for storage columns 8, 9, 10 and 

From Fig. 1b, it will be evident that the 
verifying impulse relay contact CI is not only 
directed to CP3- contacts but by a wire 26, 
the impulse is extended through the lower relay 
contacts CP4-f, the impulse then extending 
through relay contacts CP4, -4 which are now 
in the position shown, thence to the center blade 
of relay contacts CK-2, CK2-2, CK3-2, 
CK4-2 which contacts are also closed by the 
CK-CK4 relays. The supplemental verifying 
feed impulse lines consist of a set of lines f26 
similar to the impulse lines 30 and a set of im 
pulse lines 27 which lines are similar to the lines 
3 in respect to their connections to the con 
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tacts controlled by the storage relays , 2, 3, 4 of 
columns 8, 9, 10 and ff. 

It is clear, therefore, that after storage column 
i has been verified, the verifying impulses are di 
rected by the lines 26 and 27 to verify the digit . 
setup of columns 8, 9, 10 and if. Of course, these 
verifying impulses are also sent to the lines 30 
and 3 but they are ineffective because the AC 
to GC contacts remain open and it is only the 
impulses directed by the sets of lines 26 and 27 
through the successively closed HC-KC contacts 
that are effective for verifying storage columns 
8, 9, 0 and if. 
When an error has been located in any of the 

storage columns 8, 9, O and f by the verifying 
circuits operating in the manner previously de 
scribed, an impulse is transmitted to the wire 
28 (Figs. 1d, le) which passes through the con 

tacts CP4-8, now in the position shown in Fig. 
le to the PE relay, which relay, upon its energiza 
tion, as described, causes the illumination of the 
signal light 33, indicating an error in verifica 
tion. 

Audible indication of error in verification 
Energization of relay coil PE closes relay con 

tacts PE2 (Fig. 1a) so that while the key de 
pressed in the verifying operation indicating an 
error is held down to energize relay, CB, the 
transfer of CB contacts from the position shown 
in Fig. 1d transmits a circuit from line O5 
through lower contacts CBI, along wire 25, 
through contacts PE2 to grounded “Buzzer," 
which gives the audible indication of an error in 
verification during the key stroke the error was 
ascertained. When the depressed key is released, 
a circuit is closed from line 05, through upper 
contacts CB, wire 34, relay contacts PE, to 
grounded relay BR. A hold circuit for the latter 
is completed from the hold relay coil through stick 
contacts BR6, relay contacts E8-2, wire 36, wire 
99 (see Fig. 1f) switch 98, wire 97, back to line 
105. Relay contacts BR3 (Fig.1a), close so that 
for each succeeding key depression after an error 
in Verification is aScertained a circuit is Com 
pleted to “Buzzer' through contacts CBf, wire 
25, relay contacts BR3, to “Buzzer.' 
Also to prevent further verifying operations 

upon succeeding key depressions, relay contacts 
BR., (Fig. 1d.) BR2, (Fig. 1b) are opened so that 
no circuit closed by the bail contacts 104 can be 
made by Successive key strokes. 
Selective clearance of storage units in particular 

sub-division error was ascertained 

Reference was made previously to the provision 
of the error key and it will be recalled that Opera 
tion of this key cleared all the storage units of 
their previous digit setup, as far as the digit en 
tries were made. However, in verification, when 
an error is determined it is undesirable to clear 
out those storage units of their digit setup when 
such units have been found to be properly set up. 
Circuits are provided so that only that partieular 
sub-division in which an error has been found 
releases the storage units of this sub-division. 
The number of sub-divisions provided can be 
varied and can even be sub-divided to provide for 
rectification of only a single column, but it is 
desirable, however, to sub-divide according to 
fields so that the related data of a field may be 
corrected in accordance with the original data 
sheet. 

Therefore, the operator may then make an 
initial setup for those storage units found to be 
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incorrect, followed by repeat key depression for 
digit setting in those storage units for purposes 
of verification. 
When the error key (Fig. 1b) is depressed foll 

lowing the determination of an error in the digit 
setup of a storage unit, the circuits previously de 
Scribed are closed to energize relays E8, Eff, and 
El A (Fig. 1a), Relay coils E8, E, and E. A 
are energized by the circuits previously described, 
but since R3A is energized during the verifying 
operations the transfer of relay contacts R3A 
causes, the impulse by wire f2 which energizes 
E8 to also be directed to grounded relay. E9 but 
not to relay R? 0. The stick circuit for relay coil 
E9 is provided by stick contacts E9-0, wire 39, 
through relay contacts MBR, wire 99, which it 
will be recalled extends back to line fo5. Relay 
E8 transfers its contacts E8-2 to deenergize BR 
relay, and relay contacts E8-4 (Fig. 1e) open 
the stick circuit to PE relay, which opens its PE3 
contacts (Fig.1f) to extinguish lamp 33. 
When relay contacts E8-f close. (Fig. 1a), a 

circuit is completed from line 2 through relay 
contacts E8-, relay contacts R3A3 now closed, 
and thence through one or more contacts P4-, 
P3-f, P2-f which are at normal and thence to 
a certain one of the grounded relays Ed, E2, E3 
or E4. ... " 

Previous reference has been made to the suc 
Cessive energization of relays AC-KC as succes 
sive columns are verified. It will also be noted 
that the impulse which is directed through relay 
contacts R.3-9 (Fig. 1c) to energize relay CC of 
the third column is also transmitted by a wire 
42 through relay contacts DO-2 now closed, to 
grounded relay coil P. Therefore, relay coil Pf 
is energized when the third storage column has 
been verified. A stick circuit to hold relay Pi 
energized is through its hold contacts P-4, wire 
f43, wire i? 7, through DOf-f contacts now closed 
to line 05. * . 

If an error is found in verifying columns to 3 
the error key is depressed, as described, and upon 
closure of contacts E8-f (Fig. 1a), a test cir 
cuit is completed through these contacts, through 
relay contacts R3A3, relay contacts P4- to relay 
coil E4, and also through P3-1, P2-f contacts 
now closed, to relay coils Ef, E2, and E3. Col 
lumns I-5 comprise the columns of data of one 
field so that upon locating an error in one of 
these columns the depression of the error key 
Will result in the energization of relays E, E2, 
E3 and E4 and the closing of relay contacts E-3 
and E2-3, E3-3 and E4-4 (Fig. 1f). The relay 

5 E8 being energized by the depression of the error 
key will transfer its E8-2 (Fig. 1a) contacts to 
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cause a circuit to be completed from line 05, wire 
97, (Fig. 1f) switch 98, wire 99 (Figs. If, e, d, c, 
b, a, in order named), wire 36, contacts E8-2 
now transferred, wire 37 (Figs. 1a, b, c, d, e, f, 
in order named,) through relay contacts E-3, 
to grounded DO relay coil. Also a circuit is 
completed through E8-4 contacts now trans 
ferred (Fig. 1.f), relay contacts E2-3, now closed, 
to grounded relay DO2. A circuit is also con 
pleted through relay contacts Ed -3, now closed 
(Fig. 1.f), through relay contacts E3-3 now 
closed, to grounded relay coil DO3. An impulse 
to energize relay DO4 is from line 05, through 
closed relay contacts E8-3 (Fig. 1.f), relay con 
tacts E4-3 now closed, to grounded relay coil 

All of these relays DO, DO2, DO3, DO4 
open their contacts DOf- (Fig. 1c), DO2 
(Fig. 1d.) DO3-, DO4- (Fig. le), thereby 
clearing storage units of columns f-f inclusive. 
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The opening of contacts DO-1 (Fig. ic) breaks 
the stick circuit for relay coil-P, and Opening of 
contacts DO-2 prevents the pickup of relay 
coil P. 

It will be assumed that the field comprising 
columns -5 has been verified as correct but an 
erroris located in the setup of columns 6-9 which 
comprise the next field. When the impulse for 
energizing relay coil FC (Fig. 1d) is transmitted 
thereto upon verifying the sixth column, an in 
pulse is directed through relay contacts R.3-2 
by wire 47 to relay coil P2 to ground. A Stick 
circuit for latter is provided by stick contacts 
P2-4, wire 48, (Figs. 1d, e) stick contacts 
DO4-2, (Fig. 1e) to line 05. Relay coil P2 
opens its contacts P2- (Fig. 1a) when an error 
is located in columns 6, 7, 8 or 9 during the veri 
fication of these columns to prevent the test cir 
cuit impulse from energizing either El or E2 
relays. However, the test circuit impulse initiated 
by the depression of the error key passes through 
relay contacts P4- to relay coil E4 and also 
through contacts P3- to grounded relay coil 
E3. The latter close their contacts E-3 and 
E3-3 (Fig.1f) so that upon closure of relay 
contacts E-3 (Fig. 1.f), a circuit is closed 
through relay contacts E-3, E3-3 to relay 
coil DOS and also through relay contacts E 
now closed, through E4-3 relay contacts to 
relay coil DO4. The latter opens their contacts 
DO3-, DO4-1, thus clearing out storage. col 
umns 6- inclusive without, however, affecting 
the verified digit set up in columns 5. 

Obviously, in the same manner when storage 
column O is verified, relay coil P3 (Fig. le) is 
energized and remains energized by a stick cir 
cuit like that described for relay coil P2. The 
opening of contacts P3-1 (Fig. 1a) enables only 
relay coil E4 to be energized by the test circuit 
so that only relay coil DO4.(Fig. 1.f) is energized . 
in this instance to clear out the storage columns 
O and fl. 

. For safety in operations, an alternative stick 
circuit to retain relays P2 and P3 energized is 
provided because when DO4 relay energizes on 
an error key operation, DO4-2 contacts (Fig. 
1f) open the stick circuit. Therefore, from line 
48 there is provided a connecting line. 49 (Figs. 

1d., lc, 1b) extending as shown in Fig. 1b through 
relay contacts. E9-9, now closed because relay 
coil. E9 is energized upon a key operation, to wire 
20 and back to line OS. 
Summarizing, the depression of the error key 

during the verifying operation clears out the 
storage columns of the field in which an error 
is located and as shown; preferably clears out 
the storage columns of unverified fields. How 
ever, those storage columns which have been 
verified as correct remain untouched and their 
digit setup remains. 
Whenever relays E, E2, E3, E4 are energized 

by the selective circuits previously described, 
their pickup and hold coils close their “4” stick 
contacts (Fig. 1a) thereby extending the stick 
circuit for the selectively energized relays 
through the stick contacts and thence via wire 
50, wire 39, through relay contacts MBR, 

wire 99, which it will be recalled extends in Fig. 
lf back to the line 05. By the above holding 
circuits, the particular relays E through E4 
which have been energized remain energized, 
Such selective energization being according to 
the circumstances previously described. 

Relay coils E through E3 open their respec 
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tive contacts EE-2, E2-2, E3-2 (Fig. 1b), 
and such relay contacts are provided for the pur 
pose of retaining the column relays A-I ener 
gized which pertain to the storage columns which 
have been verified as having been correct in 
their digit setup. Upon the depression of the 
error key, the relay R2 (Fig. 1a) energizes as 
previously described and opens its contacts 
R2-6, 7, 8, and 9, always cpening, by relay con 
tacts R2-6, the stick circuit for column relay J 
but tending to open all of the stick circuits for 
the column relays A-I for the first nine storage 
columns but, of course, the column relays per 
taining to the storage columns which have been 
verified as correct which can only be column 
relays A-I should not be deenergized and the 
stick circuit for such column relays is maintained 
by the '2' contacts of the E-E3 relays which 
remain deemergized. 

For example, when an error is found in th 
digit set up for columns to 5, relay coils E, 
E2, E3 are energized and such relays open their 
“2’ contacts shown in Fig. 1b. It will be recalled 
that upon the error key operation, relay coil R2 

25 is energized, thereby, opening the relay contacts 
R2-6, 7, 8, 9, thus opening the holding circuits 
for column relays A-J of storage columns -0. 
It will also be recalled that upon the error key 
operation the relay coil E9 is energized to close 

30 its contacts E9-3, 4, 5. In the assumed ex 
ample, the “2” contacts controlled by the E1, E2, 
E3, relays are opened so that even though the 
relay contacts of relay coil E9 are now closed, all 
of the stick circuits for the column relays A 
are opened. . 

It will now be assumed that Columns -5 
which include column relays A-E have been 
verified as correct but an eror is located in one 
of the columns 6, 7, 8 or 9 and according to the 
present embodiment this should result in the 
deenergization of the column relays F-J as 
sociated with storage columns 6-0. When an 
error is found in one of the columns 6-9, relay 
cot E3 is energized which will open its contacts 
E3-2, thereby opening the stick circuit for the 
column relays F-I. Relay contacts R2-6 open 
the stick circuit for column relay J. However, 
for columns to 5, it will be noted that even 
though contacts R2-9 and R2-8 open, the 
Stick circuit for column relays A and B will be 
maintained through relay contacts E-2 now 
closed, thence through E9-3 contacts back to 
the line 20. The stick circuit for column relays 
C, D and E will be maintained through relay con 
tacts E2-2 and relay contacts E9-4. 
When an error is found in one of the columns 
O and f f, relay coil R2 will open its contacts 
R2-6, thereby opening the circuit for the column 
relay J of column 10, but relay contacts El- 2, E2-2, E3-2 will maintain the holding circuits 
for column relays A-I. It will also be renem 
bered that there is no column relay provided for 
the last column so that in the absence of such 
a column relay, it is unnecessary to effect its 
deenergization as is provided for in column 0. 
Therefore, irrespective of the opening of the 

contacts controlled by the R2 relay tending to 
Open all the holding circuits, the shunt '2' con 
tacts controlled by the Ed, E2, E3 relays will 
continue the holding circuits for the column re 
lays pertaining to those columns which have 
been verified as correct, such holding circuits 
being maintained through the contacts closed 

75 by the E9 relay. 
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Means to insure proper alternating Sequence of 

relays C1, C2 for recommencing storage of 
digits in cleared out storage columns 
In order to insure that the alternating circuit 

for causing the energization of relays C and 
C2 will have the proper relation when the stor 
age columns are reset after the verifying oper 
ation for such columns has determined an error, 
the special circuit shown in Fig. la has been 
provided. As explained, it is pointed out that 
if an error is found in storage. columns to 5, 
the clearing out of such storage columns and the 
subsequent digit set up requires that relay Cl 
be energized since the first stored column is to 
be column . On the other hand, when columns 
6 to 9 are to be reset when an error has been 
determined in setting up one of these columns, 
it is necessary that the setting up of the storage 
columns be controlled by, the energization of the 
C2 relay since the first column set up is column 
6 which is an even numbered column. The 
same condition obtains with columns 0 and 
as is found for columns 6 to 9, that is, relay C2 
must be energized because in the restorage of 
the digits for storage columns fo and f, the 
first column is column O which is an even num 
bered column. 
Contacts El-, E2-, E3-f and E4- are 

interconnected and wired as shown in Fig. 1a. 
and such contacts are transferred from their 
normal position in accordance with the ener 
gization of the relays Ef through E4. 
When an error has been found in any of the 

columns to 5, the relays E, E2, E3 and E4 
are all energized so that all of their "1" con 
tacts are transferred. Upon the depression of 
the error key, relay coil R2 is energized as pre 
viously described, causing the transfer of con 
tacts R2-2, thereby extending the circuit from 
the line 05, wire 45, through left hand relay 
contacts R2-2, thence serially through the 
transferred contacts E4-, E3-f, E2- and 
E-i to the pickup coil of the relay TD, there 
by energizing relay coil TD and causing the 
opening of the stick contacts TD. The open 
ing of such contacts will result in the deener 
gizing of the stick circuit for the TR relay and 
in view of the deenergization of the TR relay 
contacts TR, f will restore to the normal position 
shown. This is the normal position of the con 
tacts and the controlling circuit when the first 
digit setup is made and therefore, upon the first 
digit set up following the depression of the error 
key, relay coil C will be energized and the digit 
set up will be made in storage column . 
When an error is located in any of the columns 

6 to 9, the assurance that the first storage digit 
set up following depression of the error key is 
effected in column 6 which is an even numbered 
column is made by the Wiring of the '1' relay 
contacts controlled by the E relays. When an 
error is located in any of the columns 6 to 9, 
inclusive, relay coils E4 and E3 will be energized, 
thereby transferring their '1' contacts So that 
the impulse circuit from transferred relay conn 
tacts R2-2 will pass through transferred Con 
tacts E4- and E3-A, thence to the relay coil 
TR. The latter now being energized will trans 
fer its contacts TRi so that the relay coil C2 
will be energized upon the next key depression 
which is for storage column 6; an even numbered 
column. 
A similar circuit is effected to cause the ener 

gization of the TR relay coil upon the first key 75 

9 
depression following the depression of the error 
key, it being noted that for columns 0 and 
relay coil E4 is energized, thereby transferring 
its contacts E4-1. The impulse will pass from 
transferred relay contacts R2-2, thence through 
transferred contacts E4-, thence through the 
upper relay contacts E3- to the relay coil TR., 
Hence, the first digit set up will be made for 
storage columra fo. 

It will be recalled that the stick circuit for 
relay coil TR is through the stick contacts TR4, 
through contacts TD? and thence through relay 
contacts R2-- and relay contacts MBR, wire 
99, back to line 05. It will also be remembered 
that upon the depression of the error key, relay 
coil R is energized which will open its contacts 
R2-f and since this will result in the opening 
of the stick circuit, safety contacts E9- are pro 
vided and such contacts shunt relay contacts 

20 R2- and insure that the stick circuit will be 
maintained through relay contacts R2- upon 
the completion of the depression of the error 
key. 

O 

5 

Manual bar operation 
25 

As previously intimated the machine includes 
a manually operated bar which is known herein 
as a “manual bar' and which causes certain op 
erations to be performed upon completion of the 

30 last key stroke of the verifying operations. It 
will be well at this time to understand the various 
circuits which are effected by the depression of 
the manual bar. When the next to the last 
storage column is verifled, relay coil J is ener 

35 gized and upon verifying the eleventh storage 
column relay coil C is energized because this 
storage column is odd-numbered. When reley 
contacts C-3 (Fig. 1a) are closed by relay 
coil C and with relay contacts J already closed, 
a circuit is completed from line 05, via wire 
24, through relay contacts Elf-2 now in no 
mal position, through relay contacts MBR2 now 
closed, thence through transferred relay con 
tacts COM2 which close upon the depression of 
the key for verifying the last storage column, the 
circuit thien extending through relay contacts 
C-3, relay contacts Ji, thence through the 
left relay contacts R3A2 which are now closed, 
to grounded relay coil R4; resulting in the en 
ergization of this relay coil and relay coil R4A 
in parallel therewith. Relay contacts R3A2 are 
transferred at this time because the machine 
operation is a verifying operation. Relay Con 
tacts R4A4. are stick contacts, thereby providing 
a stick circuit through these contacts and via 
wire 65, (Figs. 1a, b, c, d, e, in the order named) 
through left relay contacts E-4 now in the 
position shown, thence through relay contacts 
DO4-2, back to the line fo5. Hence, relays 
and 4A are energized by the last key stroke of 
the verifying operation and relay coil 4A, instead 
of deemergizing upon release of the last key. 
struck, holds until the end of the card punching 
operation. s 

For energizing KC relay of storage column , 
a special circuit is provided and since relay coil 
R4 is energized during the last verifying key 
stroke, relay contacts R4-3 (Fig.1b) are closed 
so that the impulse circuit is from line 5, 

70 through bail contacts 95, (Fig. 1b), contacts 
CB2, relay contacts R4-3 to wire 250 (Figs. 1c, 
d, e, in the order named) through relay con." 
tacts R3-T now closed, to grounded KC relay 
coil. 
A warning signal is given to the operator in 
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the event that the manual bar is depressed be 
fore verifying the last storage column. Upon the 
depression of the manual bar a circuit is closed 
from the line 05 and via wire 66 (Fig. 1a) the 
circuit is extended to the contacts which are 
closed upon the depression of the motor bar 
O2. The circuit then extends from Such Con 

tacts via wire 67 to relay contacts R4A (Fig. 
1a). If the last storage column, namely column 

, has not been verified, relay coll R4A will not 
be energized and therefore contacts R4A will 
be in the position shown so that the circuit will 
extend through the left hand contacts and via 
wire 68 (Figs. 1a, b, c, d, e, f, in the Order 
named) to grounded relay coil P.E.. Reference 
has been previously made to this relay and it will 
be recalled that it was described as having the 
function of lighting an error signal lamp 33, 
and also to complete a circuit to the "Buzzer' 
shown in Fig. 1a. In the same manner and by 
the same circuits both of these signals will be 
given in the event that the operator depresses 
the manual bar before the last column has been 
verified 

If the last storage column has been verified, 
relay contacts R4A (Fig. 1a) will have been 
transferred so that the circuit will extend from 
the wire 67, then through the right hand con 
tacts R4A to a wire 69, the circuit. then ex 
tending through relay contacts BR4 now closed 
and to grounded relay coil MBR. The latter 
closes its contacts MBR3 so that the circuit is 
extended through such contacts to relay coil 
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R2A. The latter closes its contacts R2A3 to 
energize relay R2. The opening of contacts R2, 
6, 7, 8 and 9 by R2 relay. (Fig. 1b) will break the 
holding circuits of the column relays. A through 
J in the manner previously described. 
The opening of the relay contacts MBR 

shown in Fig. 1a breaks the holding circuit for 
the relay coil TR so that if this relay had been 
left in its energized condition by the last key 
stroke, the following storage digit setup Opera 
tions could take place with relay coil. Cf. operat 
ing first as is necessary for correct Sequencing. 
The transfer of relay contacts MBR also break 
the stick circuit for relay coil E9 and also the 
stick circuit for all of the relay coils E, E2, E3 
and E4 which may have been previously ener 
gized. The closure of the right hand relay con 
tacts extends a circuit from the line 05 by wire 
99 through the right hand relay contacts MBR, 
thence via wire 72 (Figs. 1a, b, c, d, e, in the 
order named) thence. via wire 72 which extends 
to the grounded relay coil P4, thereby causing 
the energization of this relay coil. The stick 
circuit provided for this coil is through contacts 
P4-4 to the aforementioned holding circuit line 
48. . . . 

Punching mechanism. 
As previously intimated, a punching mecha 

nism is provided whereby a card may be 
punched to represent the data, which is 
stored up in the storage relay devices compris 
ing, in the present machine, eleven columns. 
The card which is to be punched is shown in 
Fig. 3 wherein it will be noted that the first nine 
columns have been prepunched to represent 
common data for a series of cards So that the 
punching of the digit set up on the storage relay 
devices commences from column O and con 
tinues successively through column 20 of this 
card. It will be noted, therefore, that columns 
to of the storage devices control punching 

of columns fo to 20 of the card and in the ref 
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erence "card columns' it will be understood that 
these refer to the columns of the card. While. 
the punching operation could be initiated when 
the digit setup of all the storage columns have 
been verified, saving in time in machine opera 
tions will be made by having card punching Op 
erations automatically ensue upon the comple 
tion of verification of the digit setup of some of 
the storage relays. For this reason the circuits 
are arranged so that upon completion of the 
verification of one sub-division, punching is all 
tomatically effected under control of the storage 
relays for that sub-division and while' punching 
operations are being effected, the operator goes 
through the repeat key depressions to determine . 

- whether the next subdivision of relay storage de 
vices is correct in its digit setup. When this sub 
division has been verified and it has been de 
termined that its digit setup is correct the 
punching operation is then initiated to punch the 
data pertaining to the next sub-division. This 
mode of operation continues until all of the card 
columns have been punched out under control 
of the storage relays. Tabulated, the punching 
operations are effected as follows: 

Storage Card . Upon completion of Relay coil - columns columns 
verification of column energized read out punched 

Pl l, 2 10, 11 
P2 3, 4, 5 12, 13, 14 
P3 6, 7, 8, 9 5, 16, 17, 18 

10, 11 19, 20 

Any suitable type of punching mechanism may 
be provided for digit recording and other forms 
of recording machines may be utilized but pref 
erably a punching machine of the type shown in 
the patent to F. Lee et al., 1,976,618 is utilized. 
The punching machine is generally shown in Fig. 
4 but not in full detail as in this patent, to which 
recourse may be had for full information. Later 
on a general operation of the punching machine 
will be given in connection with the wiring dia 
gram. At the present, it is only necessary to 
understand that the machine includes a series 
of punches which punch cards according to the 
Hollerith System and the punching operations 
are effected successively by the provision of a 
card carriage which escapes column by column 
as the successive punching operations ensue. As 
is also well known, in the form of punching ma 
chine referred to a skipping mechanism is pro 
vided where certain card columns of the card 
may be skipped past the card punches without 
punching operations being effected for such card 
columns. In the present machine all of the cards 
are punched in the first nine columns with data 

60 
which is common to a series of cards and by 
means of this well known skipping mechanism 
the card carriage, when it is returned to column 

automatically skips to column 0, in which po 
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sition the card carriage is in when the operator 
has completely verified the digit set up in stor 
age columns and 2. Hence, the punching ma 
chine is picked up for punching operations upon 
completion of verification in columns f and 2 
so as to punch card columns fo and , this be 
ing One of the sub-divisions previously referred 
to. 

It should also be understood that the punch 
ing machine shown in this patent punches cards 
according to the Hollerith system, that is, a per 
foration is placed at a differential location to 
represent the digits set up in the storage columns. 
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For this reason, the combinational setting of the 
relays must be translated to a single digit repre 
sentation. Such forms of translators are well 
known and briefly for storage column the ener 
gized relays , 2, 3 and 4 (top of Fig. ic) 
transfer their respective “2, 3, or 4' contacts and 
such contacts are closed in combination in ac 
cordance with the code, and being interconnected 
in combination select one of a series of digit lines 
80 (Fig. 1c to Fig. 1g) which are marked 0 to 9, 

inclusive. The digit lines 80 are connected to 
grounded punch magnets 82 (Fig. 1g and Fig. 4) 

- 11. 

points f89 and 9 of the two sets. Some of the 
contact points are not wired although they are 
shown in Fig. 1f but those which are wired make 

10 

and such-pulach Selecting magnets correspond to . 
the punch selecting magnets 60 of the aforemen 
tioned Patent No. 1,976,618. Therefore, accord 
ing to the particular contacts of the translator 
which are open and closed, one of the digit lines 
will be selected so as to select for energization 
the desired one of the punch selecting magnets 
82. It should also be hoted that in the event 
that none of the digits 1 to 9. are stored in a par 
ticular storage column all the relay contacts of 
the translator relating to that storage column 
will be at normal position so that normally the 
'0' punch selecting magnet 82 will be selected 
for operation. Taking for example storage col 
•umn (Fig. 1C) it will be. noted that due to the 
normal closure of contacts f -2, 2-2, 3-2 
and 4-2 in the translator for column i, the 
readout line 83 for this column will have a nor 
mal connection through such relay contacts to 

: the '0' digit line 80, thereby selecting the '0' 
punch selecting magnet 82 for energization. If 
other relay contacts in this translator are closed, 
another circuit will be closed from the line 83 
through such contacts so as to select the appro 
priate digit line (80. The line 83 for the first 
storage column is the readout line for the trans 
lator of storage column ; that is to say, when 
this circuit is closed, the initiation of the punch 
ing machine will be effected so as to punch card 
column O which is the starting card column 
position of the card carriage. Punching in card 
column O will be effected when columns f and 2 
have been verified and relay coil Pf energized 
when storage column 3 has been verified. 

Initiation of punching operations and the Suic 
cessive punching operations of the punching ma" 
chine. referred to are effected under control of a 
device known as a “column readout device' which 
is well known in the form of punching machine 
described and is fully shown in Fig. 3 of the 
patent to G. F. Daly, et al. No. 2,016,706 and 
reference may be had thereto for further details. 
Referring to Fig. 1g, it will be noted that from 

the line 05 there is a wire connection to contacts 
184, the circuit then extending through card lever 
relay control contacts CL now closed to contacts 
185, thence to a line 87. Contacts 84 corre 
spond to the contacts designated 136 in Patent 
No. 1,976,618 and are operated similarly and have 
corresponding functions in the punching ma 
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circuit connections 
explained. 
When the key stroke for verification of column 

3 is made relay Pl. (Fig. 1c) is energized and this 
results in the closure of relay contacts P-3 
(Fig. 1c). The previous skipping of the card car 
riage to column O now provides a circuit from 
line 05 through contacts f 84 now closed, thence 

which will be subsequently 

through relay contacts CL closed in a manner 
to be subsequently explained, thenee through 
contacts f85, wire 87, to the brush 88 (Fig. 1f) 
contacting the contact point f89 at the tenth 
column position, thence to grounded relay coil B2 
and the latter energizes and closes its contacts 
B2 - (Fig. 1c). It will be understood that at 
any column position of the carriage the brushes. 
88 complete a circuit from line 05 to the con 

tact point 89 or 9 f it engages. In the circuit 
now being considered for punching card column 
f0, it will be seen that from wire 83 (Fig. 1c) 

ected to the translator of storage column 
contacts B2- and P-3 are in series connec 
tion therewith and by wire 94 (Figs...1c, d, e, f, g, 
in the order named), the circuit extends through 
contacts 227 now closed, CL contacts controlled 
by the card lever control relay CL now energized 
to close its contacts in a manner to be subse 
quently explained, thence through contacts 84 
now closed to line fo5. Contacts 227 are operated 
similar to contacts 85 and therefore are supple 
mental contacts operated like contacts 28 in 
Patent No. 1,976,618. In accordance with the set 
ting of a translator, there is a circuit connection 
to the selected punch selecting magnet 82. The 
punch now perforates column 0 and the card 
carriage escapes in the usual manner to column 
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chine shown herein. Contacts 85 are similar in 
operation and function to contacts designated 128 
in Patent No. 1,976,618. Both of the contacts 84 
and 85 are normally closed. The wire connec 
tion 87 extends.to the movable brush 88 (Fig. 
1f) of the column readout device and the brush 
88 consists of two sets of four brush strands. 
In the present case the column readout is of a 

duplex construction so that both brushes will 
contact with corresponding column contacts 89 
and 9 and then as the card carriage steps col 
umn by column the two brushes will make suc 
cessive contact with the corresponding contact 

65 

f. At column a circuit is completed from the 
translator of storage column 2 by a wire f 95 
(Figs, lic, d, e and f) connected as shown in Fig. 
lf to the contact point 89 at the eleventh card 
column position. 

Obviously, when storage colunms and 2 have 
been verified as correct, the key stroke for veri 
fication of column 3 causes the energization of 
relay coil Pf and initiates punching of columns 
0 and under control of storage columns and 

2 as is clearly outlined in Fig. 5. While the card 
carriage escapes to column 2 after punching 
card column if the punching of card columns 2, 
3 and f4 does not take place unless the related 

storage columns 3, 4 and 5 have been verified and 
a key stroke is made to verify column 6 which 
causes the energization of the relay coil P2 (Fig. 
id) to close its contacts P2-3 (Fig. 1c). This 
operation is also outlined in Fig. 5. 
When contacts P2-3 close the translator for 

storage. Column 3 (Fig. 1c) is then connected to 
the line 05 through contacts P2-3, wire 96 
(Figs. 1c, d, e, and f) which wire is shown in Fig. 
1f as connected to the column contact point f89 
at column f2. The punch then punches card 
column f2 and the card carriage escapes to col 
umn f3. The translator of storage column 4 for 
punching card columni 3 is connected to the line 
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05 by a wire f 97 (Figs. 1c, d, e and f) connected 
as shown in Fig. 1f to the column contact 89 at 
the thirteenth card column position. Thereafter 
the card carriage escapes to card column f4 and 
storage column 5 for punching card column f 
is connected to the line 05 by a wire 98 (Figs. 
1d, e, and f) which is shown in Fig. lf as con 
nected to the contact point 89 at the fourteenth 
card column position. The card carriage then 
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escapes to card column 5 and from contact point 
89 at column 15 there is a wire connection to 

relay coil B4 which, upon the escapement of the 
card carriage to column 5, causes the energiza 
tion of relay coil B4 and the latter closes its con 
tacts B4- (Fig. 1d). It will be recalled that the 
wire 94 extends back through the circuit pre 
viously outlined to line 05 but it will be seen that 
wire 200 (Fig. 1d) connected to the wire 94 ex 
tends the circuit through relay contacts B4 
now closed but the circuit connection to the 
translator of storage column 6 is open at relay 
contacts P3-3 and until such contacts are closed 
by the energization of the relay coil P3 when 
storage column O has been verified, storage col 
umn 6 cannot be utilized as a control for card 
punching operations for punching card column 
5 as is outlined in Fig. 5. When the key stroke 

is made to verify storage column O relay coil P3 
(Fig. 1e) is energized and contacts P3-3 (Fig. . 

O 

1d) close so that the translator associated with 
storage column 6 is now effective for punching 
card column 5. As outlined in Fig. 5, punching 
of card columns 5, 6, 7 and 8 then ensue, 
taking place under control of the translators aS 
sociated with storage columns 6, 7, 8 and 9. 
At card column 6, relay coil B5 (Fig. if) is 

energized to close contacts B5- (Fig. 1d.) So 
that the closing of the latter completes a circuit 
from the translator associated with storage col 
umn 7 through such contacts to the Wire 202 
thence to the wire f 94 which feeds back to the 
line 05 by the circuit previously described. After 
punching card column 6 the carriage escapes 
to column . 
For punching card column f it will be noted 

by reference to Fig. 1f that when the brush 88 
contacts the contact point f8 at card column 
a circuit is closed to energize relay coil CP3. 
When brush 83 engages the contact point 89 at 
card column 7 a circuit is closed by Wire 23 
(Figs. 1.f, e, d, c, in order named) to one winding 
of relay coil AC. Contacts AC6 (Fig. 1d) are now 
closed by the energization of column relay AC 
associated with storage column . Relay coil CP3 
closes its contacts CP3-3 (Fig. 1d.) So that a 
circuit from the translator associated with Stor 
age column 8 is closed through relay contacts 
ACS, thence through contacts CP3, relay con 
tacts E4-2 now closed thence to the line 9 
which, it will be recalled, extends back to the line 
O5 through the circuit previously traced. 
When card column 7 has been punched, the 

card carriage escapes to column 8 and by ref 
erence to Fig. 1f it will be Jeen that at this card 
column position relay coil B is energized which 
closes its contact?, BT-1 (Fig. le), thereby con 
necting the translator associated with storage 
column 9 through contacts BT-1 to the line 94 
which extends the circuit back to the line iO5. 
The punching of card column 8 causes the card 
carriage to escape to card column position 9 
and the punching of card columns is and 20 
then ensues but punching of this field of the card 
comprising such card columns is initiated only 
when the manual bar 02 is depressed to cause 
the energization of relay coil P4. This is out 
lined in Fig. 5 and it will be recalled that after 
verifying storage column , the manual bar is 
depressed to cause the energizacion of relay coil 
P4. The closure of relay contacts F4-2 closes 
a circuit for th translator associated with Stor 
age column 10 through such contacts, thence by 
wire 2.0 (Figs. le and f), the circuit is extended 
to the column contact point 9 at the nineteenth 
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card column position. The card carriage escapes 
to column 20 after punching card column 9 and 
by a wire qpnnection 208 (Fig. 1e) from the 
translator associated with storage column the 
circuit for this translator is closed by wire 203, 
which as shown in Fig. 1 f is connected to the 
column contact 9 at the twentieth card col 
ump position. The card carriage then escapes to 
card column 2 at which card column position 
as shown in Fig. 5 there is an automatic spacing 
of the card carriage column by column to col 
umn 28. 

Observing Fig. 5 it will be noted that card col 
umns 0 to 20 are punched in sub-divisions (O 
and ), (2, 3 and 4), (5, 5, 7 and f 8) and 
(9 and 20). Punching operations are initiated 
for each sub-division when the storage columns 
for controlling each Sub-division of punching 
have been verified as correct and when verifica 
tion of the first storage column of the next sub 
division commences. The control of relays P, 
P2, P3 and P4 for initiating punching of sub 
divisions of card columns is also made clear in 
the Schematic outline of Fig. 5. 

In actual operation the punching operations 
closely follow the manual verifying operation and 
just as Soon as storage columns of a sub-division 
have been verified, the punch operates to punch 
related card columns of such sub-division. Great 
saving in time is effected by such overlapping Op 
erations. At this time it may be well to con 

- sider the actual structure of the punching ma 
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chine shown in Fig. 4. 
Card punching machine 

The card punching machine used in connec 
tion with the present invention is of the type 
shown in the patent to Fred Lee and George 
Daly, No. 1,976,618, dated October 9, 1934, and 
only so much of the operation thereof will be 
explained as is necessary for an understanding 
of its operation in connection with the present 
invention. 
In general, the punching machine contains a 

feed magazine 53 (Fig. 4) from which the cards 
are fed singly from the bottom of the magazine 
as is well known by a picker which feeds the cards 
to a position under the punches 55 and in the 
present machine, the carriage escapes in the 
usual nanner to present the tenth column of the 
card to the punches preparatory to receiving the 
perforations effected by the first punching op 
eration. From this position, the card is engaged 
at its rear edge by a pusher 54 mounted upon 
an escapement rack 56 which, for each opera 
tion of the punches, permits the advance of the 
card step by step. The series of magnets 82 is 
adapted to select the punches 55 for actuation 
in the following manner Associated with each 
magnet 55 is a pivoted armature 5 whose free 
end is zonnected to a rod 58 which, through a 
bell crank 59, moves an interposer bar 60 to the 
left in Fig. 4 where it cooperates with a punch 
bar or plate 6. The forward movement of the 
interposer bar 60 is adapted to rock a bail 62 piv 
oted on a rod 63 and which bail is connected 
to a spring pressed depending link 64 whose 
lower free end is adapted to engage and close 
contacts 65. This, as shown in Fig. 1g, closes 
a circuit from the line 05 through contacts 65, 
through the magnet 66 to the ground. The en 
ergization of the magnet 66 Will then attract 
its armature 67 (Fig. 4) and through a link and 
bell crank connection 52 shown in the aforemen 
tioned patent will draw downwardly on the piv 
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oted punch bar or plate 6 to force the selected 
interposer against the associated punch, thus 
perforating the card. 
The selection of the magnets 82 which are 

punch selectors for effecting the punching opera 
tions is under control of the translators pertain 
ing to the related storage columns and Such 
translators are read out column by column to 
effect successive card punching operations. 
As is fully shown in the patent to Lee et al., 

No. 1976,618 when the armature 67 reaches the 
limit of its movement to the right, the link 64 
will be moved by a projection 52a to become dis 
engaged from one of the spring blades of con 
tacts 65 to permit such contacts to open, thereby 
deenergizing the magnet 66 which will then re 
lease its armature, allowing a spring 68 to rock 
the plate 61 upwardly and permit the Selected 
interposer 60 to rise and thereafter be restored 
to normal position by a Spring 69. 

Escapement mechanism 
The escapement mechanism is not shown here 

in since it is fully shown and described in the 
Patents Nos. 1976,618 and 1,426,223. It will Suf 
fice to say that when an interposer 60 is de 
pressed it will rock a bail 70 attached to a shaft 

and the rocking of this shaft will actuate the 
escapement mechanism to Space the card car 
riage a single column. 

Column selector 
The column selector for the punching machine 

illustrated herein is also well known and is shown 
in the patent to G. F. Daly et al., No. 2,016,706, 
dated October 8, 1935. As shown in Fig. 4 as Well 
as in Fig. 1g it consists of a movable contact 
brush 88 carried by the punch carriage engage 
able with contact points 89, and contact points 
9, respectively, some of which are connected 

so as to cause certain functions to be performed 
when the carriage is at certain column positions, 
as previously described, and further functions in 
a manner to be subsequently eXplained. 

Incidental operations in punch 
These operations consist of the closing of cont 

tacts 76 (Fig. 1g) which are closed in the last 
column position of the card carriage and Which 
contacts are the same as contacts 9 in the Pat 
ent No. 1976,618 and closed in the manner de 
scribed in this patent. The closure of contacts 
76 energizes the card eject control magnet TT, 
which corresponds to magnet S9 of the afore 
mentioned patent. 
As the card is ejected, contacts 8 correspond 

ing to contacts 20? of the aforementioned patent 
will complete a circuit to grounded magnet 19, 
which corresponds to magnet 75 of the Lee et al. 
Patent No. 1,976,618. 
Magnet 79 (Fig. 4) will attract its armature 

8, and the arm 8f thereof will bear upon an 
insulating block to open contacts 84 and close 
contacts 90 precisely as in the last mentioned 
patent. Contacts 99 now being closed close a 
circuit to the notor f3, which is the Same no 
tor in the Patent 1976,618 and similarly desig 
nated. At the same time, as is well knoWin and 
explained in Patent No. 1,976,618, arm 8 effects 
the engagement of the clutch between this motor 
and the moving mechanism for the card car 
riage, which automatically feeds a blank card 
thereon for the next card punching operations, 
and returns the carriage to an initial starting 
position. 
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These incidental operations are explained 

herein mostly by reference to the wiring connec 
tions of the elements involved to effect these in 
cidental operations. These operations, in the 
form of punching machine selected as an em 
bodiment, are very well known and recourse to 
the patents referred to for such will give further 
details of construction and Operation. 

Card column spacing without punching 
operations 

As will be later evident it is necessary to effect 
successive column spacings of the punch card 
carriage without, however, causing punching 
operations. This mode of operation is well 
known and in general consists of an interpOSer 
82 (Fig. 4) which normally underlies the punch 
plate 6f so that when punch magnet 66 is en 
ergized, the rocking of the punch plate 6 will, 
through this interposer, rock escapement bail 70 
to space the card carriage one column. This 
interposer 82 has enther a cutout portion 83 or 
is so positioned outside of the field of punches 
that it cannot operate any of the punches 55. 
Thus, successive energization of the punch mag 
net 66 will column space the card carriage, and 
as will be presently described such spacing oper 
ations are effected in order to “check' the perfo 
rations, or more specifically comparing the per 
forations with the digit Set up in the Storage re 
lays to determine or verify the correctness of 
card perforating operations. From the schemat 
ic diagram it Will be noted that punching and 
checking Operations overlap in Order to Save 
operator, time. Further, when perforating is 
found to be correct the storage relay setup is re 
leased, enabling the operator to use them for 
the next digit set up in such storage relays. 

Checking of perforations made on card 
The checking operations now to be described 

comprise a comparison of the digital value of the 
card perforations with the digital value setup in 
the Storage columns and is initiated when the 
punch card carriage has spaced to column iT, as 
shown in the sequence diagram of Fig. 5. Suc 
ceeding , checking operations are effected as the 
card carriage spaces step by step to column 28 
position, after which the usual skipping mecha 
nism operates to skip the card carriage to the 
last column position, with card ejection being 
subsequently performed. Part of checking oper 
ations i. e., for columns 0, f, f2 and 3 take 
place concomitantly with punching operations 
for columns 7, 8, 9 and 20, as will be apparent 
from the Sequence chart. Further, when check 
ing of the first storage columns and the related 
punched card columns has indicated accuracy, 
the Sub-divisions of the storage columns checked 
are released so that even while punching and 
checking operations are being performed, key 
Operations by the operator may be performed to 
again Set up the released storage relays accord 
ing to the next data. 
The comparison of punched card columns with 

the Storage columns involves the same digit com 
paring circuits described for verifying operations 
except that since the digital setup on the storage 
relays is according to a combinational code, and 
the digital recording on the card is according 
to the Hollerith System, that is, One differentia 
ly located hole represents each digit, a conver 
sion is made to convert the punched hole digit 
representation to a combinational representation, 
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using the same code as for the storage relay digit 
representation. 
The analyzing brushes 225 (Fig. 4) for ana 

lyzing the punched card columns are located be 
neath the card carriage and when elevated en 
gage a contact roller 226 located above the card 
carriage through the card perforations. The 
contact roller and sensing brushes 225 are 
spaced from the punches so that the holes made 
by the punches pass the roller and brushes after 
a 7-column interval, i. e., when card column 
is under the analyzing brushes, column 8 is un 
der the punches 55. The roller 226 is shown in 
Fig. 1g as being co-extensive with the 9 digit 
receiving rows of the card. Separate wipers 5 
(Fig. 4) supply current to the brushes 225. Be 
neath the contact roller 226 is the row of nine 
brushes 225 which are carried by a block 53 of 
insulating material. Mounted at each side of 
the insulating block 53 is a pair of guide plates 
f 52, each provided with a cam slot 54 receiving 
a pin 55 carried by the insulating block. Piv 
oted upon each plate 52 at 56 is a plate 58 
pivoted at 59 to the block 53. Obviously, by 
rocking the plates 58 about their pivotal points 
56, the pivotal connection 59 to the block S3 

will force the latter to the right as viewed in 
Fig. 4 and also upwardly, guided by the coaction 
of pins f 55 in the inclined slots 54, thereby 
bringing the brushes 225 slightly to the right as 
well as upwardly so as to Inake contact through 
the perforations of the card with the contact 
roller 226. For rocking the plates 58 to effect 
this operation there is provided a magnet f6) 
which attracts its armature 6 so that exten 
sions 62 thereof will rock the respective plate 
58. 
The magnet 60 is also shown in Fig. 1g and 

the circuit for effecting the energization of this 
magnet to render the card analyzing device ef 
fective will now be described. 

It is common to provide a card lever which is 
mounted on the punch bed of the punching ma 
chine and when a card has been fed from the 
supply hopper 53 to such position, this card le 
wer f63 will be operated to close contacts 64, 
thereby closing a circuit from the line 05 
through contacts 84, thence through contacts 
64 to grounded CL relay coil shown in Fig. 1f. 
The latter closes its contacts CL2, thereby ex 
tending the circuit from such contacts by a wire 
73 through contacts 69 now closed (which cor 

respond to contacts 226 in Patent No. 1,772,186 
and operated in the same way), and contacts 

O when the card has been fed to the analyzing 
device sufficiently to operate a card lever to close 
Such contacts as will be subsequently explained, 
thence to the grounded magnet 60. Contacts 
70 are also shown in Fig. 4. When the leading 

edge of the card passes by the punches 55 it will 
engage and rock a card lever 7 to close the 
contacts O. Therefore, dependent upon a card 
located on the punch bed of the punching ma 
chine and in position for having its card perfo 
rations analyzed, magnet 60 is energized to 
thereby position the brushes 225 for analyzing 
the card perforations. 
When the card carriage escapes to the first 

colurn position f7 for checking, contacts 85 
(Fig. 1g) close, as they do for each card column 
position. These contacts, as previously stated, 
are similar to contacts 128 of the machine shown 
in Patent No. 1,976,618 and are operated the 
same way. A circuit is now closed from line 
05, through contacts 84, through CI con 
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tacts, through contacts 85, to contact roll 226 
and in accordance with the card perforations 
selectively energize one or more of the ground 
ed relays CR-CR9. Relays CR-CR4 are en 
ergized singly to represent digits 1-4 but digital 
representations 5-9 are required to be converted 
to a combinational representation. 
When the card carriage reaches column 7, 

the seventeenth contact point of the series 9? is 
engaged by the brush 88, completing a circuit 
from line 05 through such brush and contact 
point to grounded relay coil CP3, (Fig. 1f). The 
latter closes its stick contacts CP3-6, the stick 
circuit extending back to line fo5 through relay 
contacts DO-2, (Fig. 1e). Relay coil CP3A 
in a parallel with CP3 energizes Sconcurrently 
and shifts its contacts CP3A, , 2, 3, 5 (Fig. 1g). 
For the digits 1-4 there is no conversion and 

circuits may be set to energize relays CR to 
CR4 as follows: 

For digits 5-9 there is a conversion which is 
enumerated as follows: 

Circuit 
Hole Relay Contacts through Relays 

energized closed relay energized 
contacts 

5- - - - - - - CR5 CR5-1 CP3A-3 CR 
CR5-2 CP3A-2 CR2 

6.-------- CR6 CR6-1 CP3A-3 CR 
CR6-2 OP3A-1 CR.3 

7--------- CR7 CR7-1 CP3A-3 CR2 
CR7-2 CP3A-1 CR.3 

8--------- CR8 CR8- CP3A-3 CR2 
CR8-2 CP3A-15 CR4 

9--------- CR9 CR9-1 CP3A- CR.3 
CR9-2 CP3A-15 CR4 

The combinational energization of relays CR, 
CR2, CR.3, CRA for digits set up 5-9 corresponds 
to the code used in setting the K-K4 relays, 
and, of course, is the same combination setting 
of the relays for storing the digits because such 
relays K-K4 effected the selective energiza 
tion of the storage relays. 
During advancement of the card carriage to 

the Seventeenth column position and each suc 
ceeding column position contacts 85 open and 
then close and an impulse is sent from wire 87 
by wire 25 (Fig. 1f) to energize grounded relay 
coil D. The latter closes its contacts D-3 to 
energize grounded relay coil D2A. The latter 
closes its contacts D2A2 so as to transmit a de 
layed impulse from wire 25 to wire 229, (Figs. If, 
e, d, c, b, in order named) to wire 230, and 
through transferred CP3-d contacts. Relay 
coil CP3 now being energized, its contacts 
CP3-2, 3, 4 and 5 are closed so that the impulse 
is transmitted to the movable blade of contacts 
CR-, CR2-f, CR.3-f. and CR4-, one or 
more being shifted according to the digit repre 
sentation of the card column being analyzed. 
The latter contacts are in parallel with the con 
tacts CK-, CK2-, CK3-I, CK4- which 
are now at normal. Hence, the impulse is trans 
mitted to lines 30, , 2, 3 and 4 if the novable 
blades of contacts CR -1, CR2-1, CR.3-f, 
CR4- are at normal but to lines 3 , , 2, 3 and 
4 if displaced, to send verifying impulses over the 
lines in the manner previously described. 
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To compare such contact positions with the re 

lay contacts -, 2-f, 3-, 4- of storage 
column No. 1, all of the AC 1-4 relay contacts are 
shifted effected by energizing the AC relay at the 
Seventeenth column position. At the seven 
teenth card column position brush 88 engaging 
contact point f89 at such position energizes relay 
coil AC by the wire connection 23 , (Figs. 1.f, e, 
d, c). If corresponding relay contacts CR -1, 
CR2-, CR.3-, CR4- and f-, 2-f, 3 
and 4- are closed there is a determination 
that the card column punched corresponds in 
digital representation of the storage relays set 
up and which controlled punching in this card 
column. However, if any CR relay is set up un 
der card control which does not agree with the 
relays set up in the compared storage column, an 
impulse is directed in the manner previously de 
Scribed to wire 32, (Fig. 1e) and thence through 
transferred CP3-8 contacts, through contacts 
E8A to SEA relay coil. Relay coil SEA closes its 
contacts SEA4 providing a circuit from line 05, 
Switch 98, wire 99, SEA4 contacts, relay coil SE 
to ground. The latter closes its SE2 contacts in 
a local lamp circuit to light a signal lamp 240 in 
dicating a non-check condition. Stick contacts 
SEA4 also provide the hold circuit back to the 
line O5 through manual switch 98. Referring 
now to Fig. 1g it is seen that upon an error relay 
contactS SE3 open and break the circuit to the 
trip magnet 77 to prevent ejection of the card 
even though checking operations for the card are 
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completed for columns following the one punched 
incorrectly. In this manner the operator is in 
formed of the error located by the checking pro 
cedure and steps can be taken to remove the er 
rOneOus Card from the punch. 
It will be noted from Fig. 1.f that as the card 

carriage escapes column by column, brush 88 
Successively contacts contact points of the series 
89 at column positions 7-27 successively ener 

gizing the other winding of duo coil relays AC to 
KC to effect the comparison of each perforated 
Column. With the related storage column in the 
manner described for the first comparison oper 
ation for column 7. 
When card columns fl-20 are being punched, 

card columns 10-13 are being checked and con 
comitant With Successive punching operations 
column Spacing operations follow in the usual 
nanner for the card punching machine. When 
the card carriage spaces to card column 2, auto 
matic Spacing of the card carriage follows, which 
it will be recalled, is effected in this instance by 
repeated energization of the punch magnet 66. 

Successive impulses are effected by the brush 
88 (Fig. 1f) in conjunction with the intercon 
nected series of contact points f 9 for columns 2, 
22, 23, 25, 26, 27 and 28, noting that the contact 
point 9 of the series for column 24 is not con 
nected with these. When the card carriage 
spaces to column 2, the brush 88 engages the 
contact point 9 at this column position to ex 
tend line 05 to a wire 4 (Fig. 1f) connected to 
grounded relay coil SR (Fig. 1g). The latter 
closes its contacts SR to transmit the impulse to 
punch magnet 66 and the card carriage spacing 
is effected and as the brush 88 leaves the con 
tact point at column 2 the circuit is broken and 
the parts of the punching machine restored to 
normal. As the brush 88 engages the contact 
point at column 22, the circuit to relay SR is 
again closed and punch magnet 66 again ener 
gizes. It will be noted that from the wiring Con 
nections for contact points of columns 2 to 23, 
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this operation is repeated, thus spacing the card 
carriage step by step until column 24 is reached. 
Relay SR is preferably employed in the above cir 
cuit because direct energization of the punch 
magnet 66 might result in spacing speeds too 
rapid for satisfactory operation of the various re 
lays which are energized as the card carriage 
spaces column by column. 
When the card carriage spaces to column 24 a 

separate impulsing circuit is provided to impulse 
the SR relay described as follows: When the brush 
88 strikes the contact point 89 at column 24 
the relay coil HC (Fig. 1d) is energized for ef 
fecting the verification of storage column 8. This 
relay closes its contacts HCl shown in Fig. 1.f. 
When the brush 87 engages the contact point of 
the series 9 at column 24, relay coil CP4 (Fig. 
lf) is energized as previously described, which 
relay coil closes its contacts CP4-3 shown in 
Fig. 1f. A circuit is now closed from the line 94 
through relay contacts E4-2 now closed (Fig. 
ld) to a wire 2.0 (Figs. 1d, 1e, if in the order 
named) to contacts CP4-3 now closed, thence 
through HCT contacts to a wire 2 which is 
joined to the impulsing wire f4 (Figs. 1f and 
g) leading to the SR relay coil. Hence, by this 
supplemental circuit, relay coil SR is impulsed 
to energize punch magnet 66 and effect spacing to 
column 25. 

Thereafter, for columns 25, 26, 27 and 28 the 
circuit for effecting the successive impulsing of 
the SR relay to space the card carriage step by 
step is the same as previously described, it being 
noted that the cooperation of the brush 88 with 
the interconected contact points 9 at columns 
25, 26, 27 and 28 is effective for this supplemental 
carriage spacing Operation. The carriage spaces 
from column 28 to the next card column at which 
time the skipping mechanism of the card car 
riage is effective to skip the card carriage to the 
last card column position. 

It will be recalled that the relay coil CP3 (Fig. 
lf) is picked up at card column position 7 and 
by the closure of its relay contacts shown in Fig. 
1b it prepares the verifying circuits for checking 
of the first column of the storage circuit against 
the first card column analyzed, and verification 
for Successive storage columns by comparison 
With the related punch card columns ensues for 
Successive storage columns up to storage column 
7 at which itme relay coil CP4 (Fig. 1f) is picked 
up at card column 24. Hence, relay coil. CP4 
transfers its contacts CP4- shown in Fig. 1b. 
and also its contacts CP4-2-3-4 so that the 
verifying impulse is now directed from the line 
229 to a line 228, thence through CP4-f contacts 
now transferred and the CP4-2-3-4-5 con 
tacts and the verifying impulse then extend 
through the CR, contacts to lines 26 and 2 for 
verifying the digit set up in storage columns 8, 
9, 10 and in the manner previously explained. 
Relay coil CP4 is preferably used for the trans 

fer for the following reason: When storage col 
umn O is verified, punching of card columns 5, 
6, 7 and 8 ensues (see Fig. 5). If only the 
CP3 relay is used this relay will not be energized 
to initiate checking of the card perforations un 
til the key stroke for verification of storage col 
umn f is effected and this key operation might 
easily be delayed until after card columns f and 
18 have been punched. This will result in the 
failure to check the perforations in card columns 
0 and which are checked simultaneously with 

the punching of card columns 7 and 8. This 
failure to check is prevented by having the CP3 
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relay transferred to impulse the punch checking 
circuits when card column 7 is reached and ulti 
lizing relay coil CP4, which is not energized until 
card column 24 is reached and the perforations 
in card column f l are to be checked. 

Release of stroage columns after latter have been 
compared with the related card columns punched 
After a sub-division of the Storage Columns has 

been compared with the related card columns, 
such storage columns are then released for the 
new setup by the operator. It Will be noted from 
Fig. 5 that the release occurs at different times 
during the checking operations. 
When storage columns and 2 have been so 

utilized, the card carriage Spaces to column 9, 
resulting in the energization of column relay CC 
(Fig. 1c), which energizing closes its contacts 
CC6 (Fig. 1b), closing a circuit from line 94 
(which, it will be remembered, leads back to line 
O5) through E4-2 (Fig. 1d) relay contacts now 

closed, relay contacts CP3-3 now closed, wire 
99 (Figs. 1d, e, if in the order named) through 

relay contacts CC6 to grounded relay coil DOf. 
The latter opens its contacts DO - (Fig. 1c) 
releasing the hold circuits for storage columns 
and 2. The operator can make a new digit 

Setup in these two columns as is indicated in 
Fig. 5. 
At card column position 22, storage column re 

lay coil FC (Fig. 1d) energizes and the latter 
closes its contacts FC (Fig. 1f) to close a circuit 
from line 94, (which leads back to line 05), 
through E4-2 contacts now closed (Fig. 1d); wire 
20 (Figs. 1d, e, f in the order named), through 
relay contacts FC (Fig. 1) to grounded relay coil 
DO2. The latter opens its cuntacts DO2-f (Fig. 
ld), releasing storage columns 3-5 for new digit 
setup. In the same manner, when the card car 
riage is at card column position 26, relay coil JC 
energizes to close its contacts JC8 (Fig. 1f) to 
close a circuit from line 2 0 to energize relay 
coil DO3 which opens its contacts DO3- (Fig. 
le) and release the storage column 6-9 for sub 
sequent digit setup. 
When the card carriage escapes to the twenty 

eighth column position, brush 88 engages the 
9 contact point at this position (see Fig. 1f) 

transmitting an impulse to relay coil. DO4. The 
latter opens its stick contacts DO4-, releasing 
storage columns 0 and and also opens con 
tacts DO4-2 (Fig. 1e) releasing the previously 
energized relay coils CP3, CP3A and CP4 and P2, 
P3 and P4. When the card carriage spaces to 
column 29, the conventional skipping mechanism 
comes into play so that the card carriage skips 
to the last column position, initiating the opera 
tion of the card ejecting mechanism of the punch 
ing machine provided that all of the card per 
forations have been found to be correct and agree 
in their digital representation with the digit set 
ups of the compared storage columns. 
Warning signal to indicate that storage columns 
are not cleared if an attempt is made to effect 
digit Setup before storage columns are cleared 
In the overlapping sequence in the machine it 

will be recalled that when contacts DOf- open, 
(Fig. 1c) storage columns and 2 will be released, 
rendering them available for new storage opera 
tions. Relay coil P (Fig. 1c) remains ener 
gized until relay coil DOf opens contacts DO 
to break the holding circuit for relay coil P to 
deenergize the latter so that while storage col 
unns and 2 are being utilized for the checking 
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operation relay contacts P-2 are transferred 
from the position shown in Fig. 1c. Hence, an 
impulse Sent to relay coil. A transmitted as a 
result of a key stroke attempting to set up the 
storage relays of column f is sent through relay 
contacts R3-7 (Fig. 1c) now in the position 
shown, through relay contacts P-2 now trans 
ferred, wire 93 (Figs. 1c, b, a in the order named) 
to grounded relay coil F. Relay coil F closes 
its contacts F-, thereby closing a circuit from 
line 05, through lower relay contacts CB now 
closed thence by wire 25 to relay contacts F 
to relay coil. F4. The latter closes its contacts 
14-4 providing a stick circuit for the relay coil 
F4 through such contacts thence through con 
tacts E8-2 now in the position shown, to wire 
136 connected to wire 99 which, it will be noted 
from Fig. 1.f, extends back to the line 05 through 
switch 98. Relay coil. F4 (Fig. 1a) closes its con 
tacts F4- so that when CB contacts come back 
to normal upon the release of the depressed key, 
a circuit. will be closed from line 05 through 
upper relay contacts CB, thence by wire 34 
through contacts F4- to grounded relay coil 
BR. The consequent action of the energization 
of coil BR, it will be remembered, has the effect 
of Sounding the buzzer on every Subsequent key 
stroke until the operator releases the buzzer cir 
cuit by the opening of Switch 98 (Fig. 1f). As a 
further warning, relay coil F4 closes its contacts 
F4-2 (Fig. 1.f) in a local lamp circuit of “not 
clear' lamp 255. 

Relay coil BR opens its contacts BR (Fig. 1a) 
and BB2 (Fig. 1b) which, it will be recalled, has 
the effect of disconnecting the Storage circuits 
from the keyboard. 

If relay coil P is deenergized at precisely the 
time that the entry is attempted in storage col 
umn by a key stroke, the normal position of 
relay contacts P-2 prevents pickup of relay 
coil F and permits the operator to proceed with 
the digit entry, it being assumed that the punch 
will punch with sufficient rapidity to prevent the 
operator from Overtaking the punch. Hence, 
since the punch will be ahead of the operator , 
the Successive digit entries may proceed for re 
maining Storage Columns once the machine is 
conditioned for storage of digits. 
Attention is directed to the provision of con 

tacts E f-f (Fig. 1a) which are in the nature 
of Safety contacts provided for preventing mis 
operations as described as follows: The purpose 
of such contacts is to prevent undesired pickup 
of relay coil E8 under certain circumstances. 
An example of this might be due to the cir 

cumstance that the carriage of the punching ma 
chine was not advanced sufficiently to energize 
relay coil DOf So that contacts DOf-? (Fig. 1c) 
are not open to deemergize relay coil P (Fig. 1c). 
Hence, contacts P- (Fig. 1a) would be in the 
transferred position. 
By the circuit just described, it will be recalled 

that in the attempt of the operator to depress the 
key, relay coil BR would be energized which would 
close its contacts BR3. Therefore, an impulse 
will be sent from the line fo5 through CB con 
tacts now transferred, wire 25, thence through 
BR3 contacts and in the absence of the E - 
contacts the impulse would be directed through 
Pl- contacts now transferred, thence through 
R3A contacts now in the position shown, thence 
by Wire 2 to relay coil E8. By the provision 
of contacts E f-f which are normally open, it 
will be seen that this impulse will not be trans 
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mitted to effect the unwanted energization of 
relay coil E8. 
Warning signal to operator upon eachaustion of 

cards in magdaine 
It is preferable to give a warning signal to the 

17 
punched information on the sheet, and verifying 
means under control of the analyzing means and 
the verified sets of the storage devices to deter 

operator when cards in the magazine 53 (Fig. 4) . 
of the punching machine have been exhausted 
and this expedient is well known and consists of 
contacts 75 (Fig. 1g) which are open whenever 
there is a card in the magazine 53. When the 
last card has been fed, pressure on the lower 
blade of the contacts 75 is relieved, thereby en 

O 

abling contacts 75 to close, completing a circuit 
from the line 05 through contacts 75 thence by 
wire 76 (Figs. 1g, f, e, d, c, b, a, in the order 
named) to grounded relay coil. F4. It will be re 
called that the final consequence of the energiza 
tion of the relay coil. F4 will light the "not clear' 
lamp 255 (Fig. 1f) through F4-2 contacts and 
to pick up the buzzer relay BR (Fig. la) So that 
as previously described any subsequent key 
strokes will Sound the 'Buzzer.' . 
Signal lights for indication of number of storage ... " 

columns set up or verified 
In order to provide the above indication, sig 

nal lights 260 (Fig. 1d), 26 and 262 (Fig. 1e) 
are provided and illuminated when storage col 
umns 5, 9 and f have been set up or verified, 
The above indication is preferably divided ac 
cording to the fields of the card shown in Fig. 3. 
In the digit setup for storage columns 5 and 

9, it will be observed that when column relays 
E and I for such storage columns close their H 
or hold contacts they will also connect the 
grounded lamps 260 and 26 back to the line 
05 through the holding circuits for such re 

layS. 
With regard to the lighting of the lamp. 262, 

it will be observed that the impulse line 250 (Fig. 
1e) also transmits an impulse to the lamp 262, 
thereby flashing this lamp when a setup, is made 
in storage column or verification of this col 
umn is also effected. Operation of the motor 
bar at the end of verification also deerergizes 
the column relays E and I and consequently ex 
tinguishes lamps 260 and 26. - 
While there have been shown and described 

and pointed out the fundamental novel features 
of the invention as applied to a single modifica 
tion, it will be understood that various omissions 
and substitutions and changes in the form and 
details of the device illustrated and in its Opera 
tion may be made by those skilled in the art with 
out departing from the spirit of the invention. It 
is the intention therefore to be limited only as 
indicated by the scope of the following claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 

of storage devices, punching mechanism con 
trolled by the operated storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for operating said storage de 
vices for character representation thereby, con 
paring means operable by a repeated operation 
of the keyboard effected after the storage de 
vices are operated and jointly controlled by the 
keyboard and the operated storage devices for 
detecting the correspondence or lack of corre 
spondence between the operated storage devices 
and the repeat keyboard operation, means for 
effecting the operation of the punching mecha 
nism under control of the verified storage de 
vices to punch the character representation 
thereof on a sheet, means for analyzing the 

5 

mine a correspondence or lack of correspond 
ence between the punched information and the 
original verified setting of the storage devices. 

2. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up said storage de 
vices to represent information to be punched, 
verifying means jointly controlled by said key 
board controlled means and said storage devices 
to verify the original setting of the storage de 
vices by a reoperation of the keyboard, punch 
ing mechanism, means for effecting the operation 
of the punching mechanism under control of the 
verified sets of storage devices to punch the in 
formation represented thereby, means for analyz 

2) 
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ing the punched information on the sheet, and . 
a supplemental verifying means under control of 
the analyzing means and the verified sets of the 
storage devices to determine a correspondence or 
variation in the punched information and the 
original setting of the storage devices, effected . . 
while the punching mechanism is operated to 
punch information under control of other of . 

() 

the sets of storage devices. 
3. In a punching machine, the combination of 

a plurality of sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up said storage de 
vices to represent information to be punched, 
verifying means jointly controlled by said key 
board controlled means and said storage devices 
to verify the original setting of the storage de 
vices by a reoperation of the keyboard, punch 
ing mechanism, initiating means for said punch 
ing mechanisri to punch under, control of the 
verified sets of the storage devices the informa tion represented thereby while the keyboard is 

50 

reoperated to verify other sets of the storage de 
vices, reans for analyzing the punched informa 
tion on a sheet, and a supplemental verifying 
means under control of the analyzing means and 
the verified sets of storage devices to determine 
a correspondence or lack of correspondence be 
tween the punched information, and the original 
setting of the storage devices. 

4. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up said storage de 
vices to represent information to be punched, 
means for maintaining the storage devices in set 
condition, verifying means jointly controlled by 
said keyboard controlled means and said storage 

55 devices to verify the original setting of the stor 
age devices by a reoperation of the keyboard, 
punching mechanism, initiating means for said 
punching mechanism to punch under control of 
the Verified sets of the storage devices the in 
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formation represented thereby while the key 
board is reoperated to verify other sets of the 
storage devices, means for analyzing the punched 
information Cn a sheet, a supplemental verifying 
means under control of the analyzing means and 
the verified sets of the storage devices to deter 
mine a correspondence or lack of correspondence 
between the punched information and the orig 
inal Setting of the storage devices, and means for 
disabling said maintaining means for the storage 
devices determined to be correct in their orig 
inal Setting, whereby such released storage de 
vice can again be set up by the operator while 
supplemental verifying operations are being ef 
fected for other of the storage devices. 

5. In a punching machine, the combination of 
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a plurality of sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up said storage de 
vices to represent information to be punched, 
means for maintaining the storage devices in set 
condition, verifying means jointly controlled by 
said keyboard controlled means and Said storage 
devices to verify the original setting of the stor 
age devices by a reoperation of the keyboard, 
punching mechanism, initiating means for said 
punching, mechanism to punch under control of 
the verified sets of the storage devices the in 
formation represented thereby, means for ana 
lyzing the punched information. On a sheet, a sup 
plemental verifying means under control of the 
analyzing means and the verified sets of the stor 
age devices to determine a correspondence or lack 
of correspondence between the punched informa 
tion and the original Setting of the Storage de 
vices, while the punching mechanism is operated 
to punch information under control of other of 
the sets of verified storage devices, and means 
for disabling the maintaining means for the stor 
age devices - determined to be correct in their 
original setting, whereby such released storage 
devices can again be set up by the operator While 
supplemental verifying operations are being ef 
fected under control of the other of the storage 
devices, 

6. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for Setting up Said Storage de 
vices to represent information to be punched, 
means for maintaining the storage devices in Set 
condition, verifying means jointly controlled by 
said keyboard controlled means and said storage 
devices to verify the original setting of the stor 
age devices by a reoperation of the keyboard, 
punching mechanism, initiating means for said 
punching mechanism to punch under control of 
the verified sets of the storage devices the infor 
mation represented thereby, means for analyzing 
the punched information on a sheet, a supple 
mental verifying means under control of the an 
alyzing means and the Verified sets of the storage 
devices to determine a correspondence or lack of 
correspondence between the punched information 
and the Original Setting of the storage devices, 
and means for disabling said maintaining means 
upon the supplemental verifying means determin 
ing that the verified sets of storage devices cor 
respond to the punched information, whereby 
such storage devices can be reset by the keyboard. 

7. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of storage devices arranged in sub 
divisions, keyboard controlled means for setting 
up said storage devices to represent information 
to be punched, verifying means jointly controlled 
by said keyboard controlled means and said stor 
age devices to verify the original setting of the 
storage devices by a reoperation of the keyboard, 
punching, mechanism, initiating means for said 
punching mechanism to punch under control of 
each sub-division of the storage devices verified 
as correct in its setting the information repre 
sented thereby while the keyboard is reoperated 
to Verify a Subsequent subdivision of the storage 
devices, means for analyzing the punched infor 
mation on a sheet, and a supplemental verifying 
means under control of the analyzing means and 
the verified sub-division of the storage devices to 
determine a correspondence or lack of corre 
spondence between the punched information and 
the original setting of the storage devices which 
controlled the punching mechanism, while the 
punching mechanism is being operated to punch 
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information under control of other of the verified 
storage devices. 

8. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up said storage de 
vices to represent information to be punched, ver 
ifying means jointly controlled by said keyboard 
controlled means and said storage devices to ver 
ify the original setting of the storage devices by a 
reoperation of the keyboard, punching mecha 
nism, initiating means for said punching mech 
anism to punch under control of the verified sets 
of the storage devices the information represent 
ed thereby while the keyboard is reoperated to 
verify other sets of the storage devices, means for , 
analyzing the punched information on a sheet, 
and a Supplemental verifying means under con 
trol of the analyzing means and the verified sets 
of the storage devices to determine a correspond 
ence or lack of correspondence between the 
punched information and the original setting of 
the storage devices, while the punching mecha 
nism is operated to punch information under 
control of other of the sets of verified storage 
devices. 

9. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of Sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up said storage de 
vices to represent information to be punched, 
means for retaining said storage devices in such 
information representing condition, verifying 
means jointly controlled by said keyboard con 
trolled means and the said storage devices to ver 
ify the Original setting of the storage devices by 
a reoperation of the keyboard, punching mecha 
nism, initiating means for said punching mech 
anism to punch under control of the verified sets 
of the storage devices the information represent 
ed thereby While the keyboard is reoperated to 
Verify other sets of the storage devices, means for 
analyzing the punched information on a sheet, 
Supplemental verifying means under control of 
the analyzing means and the verified sets of stor 
age devices to determine a correspondence or 
variation between the punched information and 
the original setting of the storage devices, ef 
fected while the punching mechanism is operated 
to punch information under control of the sets of 
Verifled storage devices, and means for disabling 
the maintaining means for the sets of storage de 
Vices which have been determined to be correct 
in their original setting after the supplemental 
Verifying operation whereby said released sets of 
storage devices can be set up by a keyboard op 
eration effected while the supplemental verify 
ing means is operable to verify the original set 
ting of others of the verified storage devices 
against the related punched information. 

10. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up said storage de 
vices in combination to represent information to 
be punched, verifying means jointly controlled by 
said keyboard controlled means and said storage 
devices to verify the combinational setting of the 
storage devices by a reoperation of the keyboard, 
punching mechanism, translating means under 
control of the said storage devices for operating 
said punching mechanism to punch under con 
trol of the verified sets of the storage devices the 
information represented thereby according to the 
Hollerith code, means for analyzing the punched 
information on a sheet, means for Converting and 
representing the Hollerith code punched repre 
Sentation to a combinational setting correspond 
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ing to the combinational setup of the storage de 
vices, and a supplemental verifying means under 
control of the last named representing means and 
the Verified sets of the storage devices to deter 
nine a correspondence Or lack of Correspondence 
between the punched information and the orig 
inal setting of the storage devices. 

11. In combination, a plurality of storage de 
vices, a punching mechanism controlled by Said 
storage devices, manually controlled means for 
Setting up said storage devices, Verifying means 
operative upon completion of setting Said storage 
devices jointly controlled by said storage devices 
and the manually controlled means for verifying 
the setting of the storage device by reoperation 
of the manually controlled means, and Overlap 
means whereby upon completion of verification of 
some of the storage devices the punching mech 
anism may be operated in accordance with the 
verified storage devices while said manually con 
trolled means are being reoperated to verify other 
storage device. 

12. In combination, punches of a punching ma 
chine, electromagnetically controlled punch se 
lecting mechanism, keyboard controlled means 
for setting said punch selecting mechanism, ver 
ifying means under control of Said punch select 
ing mechanism and the keyboard controlled 
means to verify the setting of the punch Selecting 
mechanism by reoperation of the keyboard, and 
means for operating the punches of the punching 
machine under control of the verified punch Se 
lecting mechanism while the keyboard is being 
reoperated for the verification of other punch se 
lecting mechanism. 

13. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of storage devices arranged in Sub 
divisions, key controlled means for Setting up 
said storage devices, verifying means controlled 
jointly by the key controlled means and the stor 
age devices for verifying the setup of each sub 
division of the storage devices and repeat key 
board operations, punching mechanism Con 
trolled by the storage devices, and means for caus 
ing the operation of the punching mechanism 
under control of the verified sub-division of stor 
age devices upon completion of the verification 
of each Sub-division. 

14. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of storage devices arranged in sub 
divisions, key controlled means for setting up 
said storage devices, punching mechanism for 
punching a card, field by field, under control of 
the verified sub-division of storage devices, veri 
fying means controlled jointly by the key Con 
trolled means and the storage devices for verify 
ing the setting of each sub-division of the Stor 
age devices and the repeat keyboard operations, 
and means for causing the punching mechanism 
to punch a field of the card under control of each 
verified sub-division and terminate the Operation 
of the punching mechanism until a subsequent 
sub-division of storage devices have been veri 
fied to control punching of a subsequent field. 

15. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up said storage de 
vices and retaining the latter set up to represent 
information to be punched, punching mechanism 
controlled by said storage devices, verifying means 
comprising comparing means operative after the 
storage devices are set up and jointly controlled 
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vices and the repeat keyboard operations, and 
means operative upon the verifying means indi 
cating a complete correspondence with respect to 
the setting of all the sets of storage devices and 
the repeat keyboard operation for initiating an 
operation of the punching mechanism to punch 
under control of the setup storage devices the 
information represented thereby. 

16. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of sets of storage devices arranged in 
sub-divisions, keyboard controlled means for 
setting up said storage devices and retaining the 
latter Set up to represent information to be 
punched, verifying means comprising comparing 
means operative after the storage devices are set 
up and jointly controlled by the setup storage 
devices and the keyboard controlled means for 
determining a variation or correspondence in the 
setting of the storage devices in each sub-division 
and the repeat keyboard operations, punching 
mechanism controlled by the storage devices for 
punching information represented thereby, and 
a plurality of punch initiating control means, one 
for each sub-division of the storage devices and 
each operative upon the Verification of all the 
storage devices of the related sub-division and in 
dication of correspondence to automatically ini 
tiate punching operations of the puching mecha 
nism under control of the verified sub-division of 
storage devices. 

17. In a punching machine, the combination of 
plurality of storage devices arranged in sub-di 
visions, key controlled means for setting up said 
storage devices, verifying means controlled jointly 
by the key controlled means and the storage de 
vices for verifying the setup of each sub-division 
of the storage devices and repeat keyboard oper 
ations, punching mechanism controlled by the 
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storage devices, and means for causing upon the 
Completion of the verification of each sub-divi 
sion, and the repeat keyboard operation for veri 
fying the first column of the next higher sub-di 
vision, the operation of the punching mechanism 
under Control of the previously verified sub-di 

is vision of the storage devices. 
18. In a punching mechanism, the combination 

of a plurality of storage devices arranged in sub 
divisions, key controlled means for setting up said 
storage devices, verifying means controlled joint 
ly by the key controlled means and the storage 
devices for verifying the setup of each sub-di 
vision of the storage devices and repeat keyboard 
Operations, variably operated clearout means for 
said storage devices to selectively clear out the 
Sub-division in which said verifying means de 
tects an error, and the higher unverified sub 
divisions, punching mechanism controlled by 
storage devices to punch the information repre 
Sented thereby, and means for causing upon the 
completion of the verification of each sub-divi 
Sion found to be correct, and the keyboard oper 
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ation for verifying the first column of the next. 
Sub-division, the operation of the punching under 
control of the storage devices found to be initially 
correct, or corrected after an error has been de 
tected and, the storage devices have been reset 
and again verified by said verifying means. 

19. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of storage devices arranged in sub 
divisions and set up in combination, means Com 
prising digit keys 0-9 and combinational setup 
means controlled thereby for Setting up said stor 

by the storage devices set up and the keyboard . 
controlled means for determining a variation or 
correspondence in the setting of the storage de 75 

age devices in combination, means controlled by 
said storage devices and said combinational Set 
up means for verifying upon repeat key operations 
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of keys 0-9 the combinational setting of each 
sub-division of the storage devices and the Com 
binational setup means operated by repeat key 
operations, punching mechanism, translating 
means controlled by each of Said storage devices 
for converting the combinational setup to a Hol 
lerith code representation for controlling said 
punching mechanism for punching according to 
said Hollerith code, and means for initiating upon 
the verification of each sub-division of the stor 
age devices the operation of said punching mech 
anism under control of the translating means as 
sociated with the verified sub-division of Storage 
devices. 

20. In a punching machine, a plurality of storage 
devices arranged in sub-divisions, a keyboard 
comprising key controlled means for setting up 
said storage devices, verifying means jointly con 
trolled by said storage devices and the key con 
trolled means for verifying the setting of each 
sub-division of the storage devices and repeat 
keyboard operations, means operative upon con 
pletion of verification of each sub-division of 
storage devices, and the keyboard operation for 
verifying the first column of the next sub-division 
to be verified, for punching a representation of . 
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means of the sub-division of the storage devices 
verified as correct, whereby the keyboard may be 
operated to again set up the released sub-division 
of storage devices. 

23. Iria punching machine, the combination 
of a plurality of storage devices arranged in Sub 
divisions, keyboard controlled means for setting 
up said storage devices in a combinational code to 
represent information to be punched, punching 
mechanism, translating means under control of 
said storage devices for causing Said punching 
mechanism to punch under control of each sub 
division of the storage devices the information 
represented thereby in another code, means for 
analyzing the punched information on a sheet, 
means for translating and converting the anlysis 
to the aforesaid combinational code representa 
'tion, and verifying means under control of the 

20 

the information set up in the verified sub-division 
of storage devices, and means controlled by said 
comparing means upon detecting an error in the 
setting of the storage devices being verified for 
rendering said key controlled means inoperative 30 
to effect the keyboard operation for verifying the 
first column of the next sub-division to be verified, 
and thereby prevent the punching operation un 
der control of a sub-division found to have an 
error in its setting. 35 

21. In a punching machine, the combination . . 
of a plurality of storage devices arranged in sub 
divisions, keyboard controlled means for setting 

. up said storage devices to represent information 
to be punched, punching. mechanism, initiating 
means for said punching mechanism to punch 
under control of each sub-division of the storage 
devices the information represented thereby, 
means for analyzing the punched information on 4: 
a sheet, verifying means jointly under control of 
the analyzing means and each sub-division of 

last named means and each sub-division of the 
storage devices to determine a correspondence 
or lack of correspondence between the punched 
information and the original setting of the stor 
age devices. 

24. In a punching machine, the combination 
of a plurality of sets of storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up said storage de 
vices to represent information to be punched, 
punching mechanism, initiating means for said 
punching mechanism to punch under control of 
the sets of the storage devices the information 
represented thereby, means for analyzing the 
punched information on a sheet, verifying means 
under control of the analyzing means and the 
sets of the storage devices to determine a corre 
spondence or lack of correspondence between the 
punched information and the original setting of 
the storage devices, and overlapping means to 
initiate and effect the operation of the verifying 

the storage devices to determine a correspond 
ence or lack of correspondence between the 
punched information and the original setting of 
the storage devices, and overlapping means to 
effect the operation of the verifying means while 
the punching mechanism is operated to punch 
information under control of other sub-divisions 
of the storage devices. 

divisions, keyboard controlled means for setting 
up said storage devices to represent information 
to be punched, means to maintain the storage 

means while the punching mechanism is oper 
ated to punch information under control of other 
of the sets of storage devices. 

25. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of storage relays, a punching mechanism con 
trolled by said storage relays, keyboard con 
trolled means for Operating and setting up said 
relays, and comparing means operable by a re 
peated operation of the keyboard effected after 
the storage relays are operated and jointly con 
trolled by the operated storage relays and said 
keyboard controlled means for detecting the cor 
respondence or lack of correspondence between 
the operated storage relays and the repeat key- '. 
board operation. . - 

26. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of storage relays, a punching mecha 

22. In a punching machine, the combination . . . g y 9 nism. Con 
of a plurality of storage devices arranged in Sub trolled by the operated storage relays, keyboard 

controlled means for operating said storage re 

60 
devices in set condition, punching mechanism, . . . 
initiating means for said punching mechanism. 
to punch under control of each sub-division of 
the storage devices the information represented 
thereby, means for analyzing the punched in 
formation on a sheet, verifying means under con 
trol of the analyzing means and each sub-division . 
of the storage devices to determine a correspond 
ence or lack of correspondence between the . 
punched information and the original setting of 

65 

lays for character representation thereby, and 
comparing means operable by a repeated opera 
tion of the keyboard effected after the storage 
relays are operated and jointly controlled by the 
keyboard and the operated and non-operated 
storage relays for detecting the correspondence or 
lack of correspondence between the operated 
storage relays and the repeat keyboard operation. 

27. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of denominationally ordered storage devices, 

the storage devices, including means to effect the 
operation of the verifying means while the 
punching mechanism is operated to punch in 
formation under control of other of the storage 
devices, and means to disable the maintaining 

punching devices controlled by said storage de 
vices, keyboard controlled means for setting up 
said storage devices to represent digits, supple 
mental setup means controlled by said keyboard 
for indicating a digit corresponding to a repeat 

75 

keyboard operation effected after the storage de 
vices are set up, means for comparing the digit 
indication on the supplemental setup means ef 
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fected by the first repeat keyboard Operation with 
the setting in the first Set of storage devices and 
thereafter comparing successive digit settings On 
the remaining sets of storage devices with each 
cit indication on the supplemental setup means 
effected by successive repeat keyboard operations, 
and means controlled by the comparing means 
for signifying a variation in the digit indication 
on the supplemental setup means and the con 
pared set of storage devices. 

28. In a punching machine, a plurality of Sets 
of denominationally ordered storage devices, 
punching devices controlled by said storage de 

O 

vices, keyboard controlled means for Setting up . 
said storage devices and retaining the setting to 
represent digits, supplemental setup means con 
trolled by said keyboard for indicating a digit 
corresponding to a repeat keyboard operation 
effected after the storage devices are set up, means 
for coordinating said sets of storage devices, for 
comparison with said supplemental setup means 
in succession, and comparing means operative 
upon each repeat keyboard operation effected for 

20 

setting up said supplemental setup means, for . 
comparing the digit indication on the supple 
mental setup means with the digit setting on the 
compared set of storage devices. 

29. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of denominationally ordered storage devices, 
punching devices controlled by said storage de 
vices, keyboard controlled means for transmitting 
digit representing impulses to said storage devices. 
for setting up said storage devices in succession to 
represent digits, supplemental setup means con 
trolled by said keyboard for indicating a digit. 
corresponding to a repeat keyboard operation 
effected after the storage devices are set up, 
means for coordinating said sets of storage devices 
with said supplemental setup means in succession, 
and comparing means operative upon each repeat 
keyboard Operation effected after the storage 
devices are set up for transmitting under control 
of the supplemental means set up by that repeat 
keyboard operation verifying digit representing 
impulses to determine whether the crimpared 
storage devices correspond in digit setting to the 
digit setting of the supplemental setup means. 

30. In a punching machine, a plurality of Sets 
of denominationally ordered storage devices, 
punching devices controlled by said storage de 
vices, keyboard controlled means for transmitting 
digit representing impulses to said storage devices 
for setting up said storage devices in succession to 
represent digits, supplemental setup means con 
trolled by said keyboard for indicating a digit 
corresponding to a repeat keyboard operation 
effected after the storage devices are Set up, 
means for coordinating said sets of storage devices 
with said supplemental setup means in succes 
sion, and comparing means operative upon each 
repeat keyboard operation effected after the stor 
age devices are set up for transmitting under 
control of the supplemental means set up by that 
repeat keyboard operation verifying digit repre 
seating impulses to determine whether the con 
pared storage devices correspond in digit setting 
to the digit setting of the supplemental setup 
means, and means rendered operative by the veri 
fying impulse detecting a non-correspondence in 
the digit setting of the compared storage devices 
with the supplemental digit setup mans for 
signifying such fact. 

31. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets of 
denominationally ordered storage devices, punch 
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21. 
ing devices controlled by said storage devices, 
keyboard controlled means for setting up said 
storage devices to represent digits, supplemental 
setup means for indicating digits, means opera 
tive upon setting up all of the sets of storage 
devices to coordinate said keyboard control set 
ting means with said supplemental setup means 
for causing each repeat keyboard operation 
effected after the storage devices are set up to 
indicate a digit corresponding to the repeat key 
board operation, means for comparing the digit. 
indication on the supplemental setup means with 
the setting on the first set of storage devices and 
thereafter comparing successive digit settings on 
the remaining sets of storage devices with each 
digit indication on the supplemental setup means 
effected by successive keyboard operations, and 
means controlled by the comparing means for 
signifying a variation in the digit indication on 
the supplemental setup means and the compared 
Set of Storage devices. 

32. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of denominationally, ordered storage devices, 
punching devices controlled by said storage de 
vices, a plurality of keys, means controlled by 
Said keys for successively setting up said storage 
devices to represent digits, said setting means 
including sequencing means to coordinate said 
Sets of storage devices in succession with said keys 
for causing the successive setting of the storage 
devices, supplemental setup means controlled by 
Said keys for indicating a digit corresponding to 
the repeat key operation effected after the storage 
devices are set up, means for comparing the digit 
indication on the supplemental setup means with 
the setting in the first set of storage devices and 
thereafter by the operation of said sequencing 
means coordinating said supplemental setup 
means with the remaining set of storage devices in 
succession for comparing each digit indication on 
the Supplemental setup means effected by repeat 
operation of the keys with the setup on the com 
pared storage devices, and means controlled by 
the comparing means for signifying a variation in 
the digit indication on the supplemental setup 
means and the compared set of storage devices. 

33. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of denominationally ordered storage devices, key 
board controlled means including sequencing 
means rendered operative by keyboard operations 
for Successively setting up said storage devices to 
represent digits, supplemental setup means, 
means Operative upon setting up all the sets of 
storage devices to coordinate said keyboard with 
said Supplemental setup means for causing each 
repeat keyboard operation effected after the stor 
age devices are set up to indicate a digit corre 
sponding to the repeat keyboard operation, means 
for COnparing the digit indication on the supple 
mental setup means with the setting on the first 
set of storage devices and thereafter under con 
trol of said sequencing means comparing succes 
sive digit settings on the remaining set of storage 
devices with each digit indication on the supple 
mental means effected by successive repeat key 
board operations, and means controlled by the 
comparing means for signifying a variation in the 
digit indication on the supplemental means and 
the compared set of storage devices. 

34. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of denominationally ordered storage devices, 
punching devices controlled by said sets of stor 
age devices, keyboard controlled means for set 
ting up said storage devices to represents digits, 
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supplemental setup means controlled by said 
keyboard for indicating a digit corresponding to 
a repeat keyboard operation effected after the 
storage devices are set up, means for comparing 
the digit indication on the supplemental setup 
means with the setting in the first set of stor 
age devices and thereafter comparing successive 
digit settings on the remaining sets of storage 
devices with each digit indication on the supple 
mental setup means effective by successive repeat 
keyboard operations, an audible signalling means, 
and interconnecting means controlled by said 
comparing means for coordinating said keyboard 
with said audible signalling means whereby after 
the comparing means has detected a variation 
in the digit indication on the supplemental set 
up means and the compared set of storage de 
vices said audible signalling means will be oper 
ated for each subsequent key stroke effected after 
an error has been detected. 

35. In a punching machine, the combination of 
a plurality of sets of punch selecting storage re 
lays, a keyboard, means controlled by said key 
board for energizing said sets of relays in Suc 
cession, and upon energizing each set of storage 
relays for energizing a related column entry con 
trol relay for coordinating the next set of stor 
age relays to be energized with said keyboard and 
upon the next set of storage relays being ener 
gized the related column entry control relay is 
energized to effect the function described and to 
disconnect the next lower set of energized relays 
from the keyboard, means for retaining the en 
ergized sets of relays energized and the related 
column entry control relays, and means operable 
at the will of the operator for disabling said re 
taining means for deenergizing the energized 
column entry control relays and the energized 
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38. In a punching machine, a plurality of 

sets of storage devices arranged in ordered sub 
divisions, keyboard controlled means for setting 
up said storage devices and retaining them set 
up to represent information to be punched, com 
paring means jointly controlled by the storage 
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sets of storage relays to clear the latter of the 
information represented thereby. 

36. In a punching machine, a plurality of stor 
age relays, a punching mechanism controlled by 
the energized storage relays, keyboard controlled 
means for energizing said relays, means for re 
taining the relays energized for retention of rep 
resentation of information to be punched, con 
paring means operable by a repeated operation 
of the keyboard effected after the storage relays 
are energized and jointly controlled by the en 
ergized storage relays and the keyboard con 
trolled means for detecting the correspondence 
or lack of correspondence between the energized 
storage relays and the repeat keyboard operation, 
and means operative at the will of the operator 
for rendering said retaining, means ineffective 
whereby said storage relays are conditioned to 
normal. 

37. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
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devices and the keyboard controlled means for 
verifying upon a repeat keyboard operation the 
setting up of the information in each sub-division 
for detecting a possible error in a particular sub 
division, and a disabling means for said storage 
devices variably operated in accordance with the 
sub-division an error was ascertained for clear 
ing out that sub-division of storage devices, and 
without clearing out those lower Order sub 
divisions already verified as correct in their rep 
resented information, 

39. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of storage devices arranged in ordered sub 
divisions, keyboard controlled means for setting 
up said storage devices and retaining them set 
up to represent information to be punched, com 
paring means jointly controlled by the storage 
devices and the keyboard controlled means for 
'verifying upon a repeat keyboard Operation the 
setting up of the information in each sub-divis 
ion for detecting a possible error in a particular 
sub-division, and a disabling means for said stor 
age devices variably operated in accordance with 
the sub-division an error was ascertained for 
clearing out that sub-division of storage devices 
and unverified sub-divisions higher in order and 
without clearing out , those lower order . Sub 
divisions already verified as correct in their rep 
resented information. 

40. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of storage relays arranged in ordered, sub-divis 
ions, keyboard controlled means for energizing 
said storage relays and retaining them energized 
to represents information to be punched, com 
paring means jointly controlled by the storage 
relays and the keyboard controlled means for 
verifying upon a repeat keyboard operation the 
representation of the information in each sub 
division for detecting a possible error in a par 
ticular sub-division, and means for deenergizing 
said storage relays variably operated in accord 
ance with the particular sub-division an error 
was ascertained for clearing Out that sub-divis 
ion of storage relays and without clearing out 
those lower order sub-divisions already verified 
as correct in their represented information. 

41. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of storage devices arranged in ordered sub-divi 
sions, keyboard controlled means for setting up 
said storage devices and retaining them set up 
to represent information to be punched, con 

of storage devices, a punching mechanism con 
trolled by the operated storage devices, keyboard 
controlled means for setting up and operating 
said storage devices, means for retaining said 
storage devices in setup condition for retaining 
a representation of information to be punched, 
comparing means operable by a repeated opera 
tion of the keyboard effected after the storage 
devices are set up and jointly controlled by the 
storage devices and the keyboard controlled 
means for detecting the correspondence or lack 
of correspondence between the storage devices 
previously set up and the repeat keyboard oper 
ation, and means operable at the will of the 
operator for disabling said retaining means to 
condition the storage devices to a non-operated 
position. 
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paring means, jointly controlled by the storage 
devices and the keyboard controlled means for 
verifying upon a repeat keyboard operation the 
setting up of the information in each sub-division 
for detecting a possible error in a particular sub 
division, an error key and disabling means for 
said storage devices set in operation by said error 
key and variably operated in accordance with 
the sub-division an error was ascertained for 
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clearing out that sub-division of storage devices 
and without clearing out those lower order sub 
divisions already verified as correct in their rep 
resented information. 

42. In a punching machine, a plurality of sets 
of storage devices arranged in ordered sub-divi 
isions, keyboard controlled means for setting up 
said storage devices and retaining them set up to 
represent information to be punched, comparing 
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means jointly controlled by the storage devices 
and the keyboard controlled means for verify 
ing upon a repeat keyboard operation the setting 
up of the information in each sub-division for 
detecting a possible error in a particular sub 
division, separate disabling means for each Sub 
division of said storage devices for clearing out 
the related sub-division of its representation, and 
selective means operable in dependence upon the 
number of sub-divisions verified and the particu 
lar sub-division the error was ascertained for 
operating the disabling means, for that sub-divi 

O 

sion and without operating the disabling means 
for the verified sub-divisions lower in order. 

43. In a punching machine, a plurality of Sets 
of storage devices arranged in ordered sub-divi 
sions, keyboard controlled means for setting up 
said storage devices and retaining them set up to 
represent information to be punched, comparing 
means jointly controlled by the storage devices 
and the keyboard controlled means for verify 
ing: upon a repeat keyboard operation the setting 
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up of the information in each sub-division of . 
the storage devices, means operative upón the 
completion of the setting up of all sub-divisions 
of the storage devices to render Said comparing 
means operable, and a disabling means rendered 
operable by said last named means for said stor 
age devices variably operated in accordance with 
the Sub-division an error was ascertained for 
clearing out that sub-division and without clear 
ing out those lower order sub-divisions already 
verified as correct in their represented informa tion. 

44. In a punching machine, a plurality of Sets 
of storage devices arranged in ordered sub-divi 
sions, keyboard controlled means for setting up 
said storage devices and retaining them set up to 
represent information to be punched, disabling 
means for clearing out all sub-divisions of Said 
storage devices when an error has been detected 
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23 
ing means jointly controlled by the storage de 
vices and the keyboard controlled means for veri 
fying upon a repeat keyboard operation the set 
ting up of the information in each sub-division 
of the storage devices, means operative upon the 
completion of the setting up of all sub-divisions 
of the storage devices to render said comparing 
means operable, and a selective means rendered 
operable by said last named means for variably 
operating said disabling means in accordance 
with the particular sub-division an error was as 
certained for clearing out that Sub-division, and 
without clearing out those lower order sub-divi 
sions already verified as correct in their repre sented information. 

45. In a machine of the class described, a plu 
rality of storage devices for controlling record 
ing operations, keyboard controlled means for 
operating and setting up said storage devices as 
the keys thereof are operated, and comparing 
means operable by a repeated operation of the 
same keyboard effected after the storage devices 
are operated and jointly controlled by the oper 
ated storage devices'and said keyboard controlled 
means for detecting as the keyboard operation is . 
'repeated the correspondence or lack of corre 
spondence between the operated storage devices 
and the repeat keyboard operation. 
46. In a machine of the class described, a plu 

rality of sets of storage devices for controlling 
recording operations, keyboard controlled means 
for operating said storage devices for character 
representation thereby, and comparing means 
operable by a repeated operation of the keyboard 
effected after the storage devices are operated 
and jointly controlled by the keyboard and the 
operated and non-operated storage devices for 
detecting the correspondence or lack of corre 
spondence between the operated storage devices 
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before subsequent verification thereof, compar 
and the repeat keyboard operation. 
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